
"Boldly will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187.
THE RED HERRING

A GREAT ESTATE - is protected against the ENEMY and WOLVES - by Outpost Sentinels. These tend the Sheep with Watchdogs. These are considered expendable. Yet their importance is never underestimated.

It is only in dire emergency that the Lord of the Household is awakened. A small invading force can be taken care of by the first or second line of defence, without disturbing the Master till morning.

A surprise Wolf attack will be met by Dogs - if the Outpost Shepherd cannot handle it - he blows the Trumpet in Zion. The Sound of the Trumpet is immediately picked up by all other Guards and Soldiers who Relay it until the Fortress rings with the WARNING. WOE to the Watchman that fails to Sound the Alarm! Punishment for which is Death! Also for a Dumb Dog that will not Bark. T5:211-2. Or who frolics with the Wolves. The FROOM Element have been Sounding a False Alarm for YEARS! Claiming those WITHIN are the "WOLVES!" if they BARK! A Wolf does not BARK!

The hated "INDEPENDENTS!" are not WOLVES. For a Wolf NEVER comes ALONE! A Wolf alone is a snivelling COWARD. His strength and courage is in the PACK.

Do these people EVER look in the INDEX - ??? "...for as WOLVES hunting their prey did the ENEMIES of TRUTH pursue those who DARED to claim FREEDOM of religious Faith." GC 67. "Beware of FALSE (TIME!) PROPHETS, which come to you in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, but INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES." "...These men tell us that the Commandments of God were done away at the death of Christ. Shall we believe them, these men who claim to be SANCTIFIED (SAVED!), while they REFUSE to OBEY GOD?" Ev. 397-8. 1900. "KNOW them by their FRUITS."
IF AN INVADING FORCE - can get past the OUTER PERIMETER GUARD - they can often reek untold havoc if they can approach the Walls and shoot Fire-arrows into old time Stockades all of Wood and Hay everywhere. FIRE can destroy the Fortress without one Enemy getting inside. Thus the System of Sounding the Trumpet every Hour - "ALL IS WELL!" Any Sentinel failing to Sound, would throw the Camp into ALERT! Send Scouts to find out what is Wrong. Alert the Soldiers.

*****1889 - Adventist Leaders FAILED to Sound the Alarm at the Confederacy of the BILLY GRAHAMS! T5:711-8.


IN EVERY BATTLE - the attempt is made to Infiltrate the Enemy Camp. To Spy out their next Moves. This can save many Casualties. It can even Win the War.

TO SURVIVE - a Spy has to learn to be very Sly. To keep him out - Guards are Posted - (Watchmen on the Walls or at the Gates). Other Guards with Bloodhounds may pick up the Spoor - a Spy can confuse the Hounds, throw them in a Turmoil, or otherwise delay the Hunt long enough so he can escape or infiltrate his Objective.

Pepper can be sprinkled on the Path, the Fugitive can take to the Water, go up or down Stream - the Hounds cannot follow a Trail in the Water.

Or he can pick up some dead Fish - tie a String on them and drag this behind him. This can act as a "Cover-up." This can divert the attention of the Hounds to the strong Fish Scent - he can make a Circle - throw the Fish one way while he jumps out of the Circle the other way - while the Hounds go Round and Round in a Circle - he is long gone.
SOME SPECIES OF FISH - turn RED as they Spawn or Decompose. So throughout all Segments of Society - an attempt to Side-Track you from a REAL ISSUE - is referred to as: "Dragging a Red Herring over the Trail."

So the old and experienced Spy can keep the Dogs and Guards busy while he is free to plant the Dynamite.

Often Spies work in Teams - what really bogged American Forces down in Vietnam - was the inability to tell who was a Friend and who was a Foe. Ship cargo and supplies would often be found in Enemy hands - only HOURS after Docking. If Helicopters would land in Enemy territory - the Americans would often find themselves facing heavy Machine-Gun fire - from their own Vietnamese!

Who could have read their intentions back in Camp - put on a Mask of Friendship - only waiting the opportunity to gun them down! Who can read the mind? "Ye shall KNOW them - by their FRUITS!" "Actions speak LOUDER than WORDS!"

INDIFFERENT and CARELESS - In War, Sports or Business - keen competition wins the Game. Having no heart for the Battle - COULDN'T-CARE-LESS which side wins (CARE-LESS and INDIFFERENT) will lose the Match quicker than anything.

"THE DESTINY OF THE CHURCH" - does NOT hang on the "LOUD CRY" - as all the old FROOMS have been BARKING, and all the Small Fry and all the Jackals have been joining in the Chorus to ape the Big Baboon - the Flocks and Herds following a Decoy - a Judas - a Counterfeit "RED HERRING."

The "LOUD CRY" is the "LATTER RAIN" - EW 271. Before the "LATTER RAIN" - is the "FORMER RAIN." In EW 271 you find the one at the BOTTOM of the Page - the other at the TOP of the Page.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - for so many Years we have enjoyed EW - but we will NEVER understand this from EW - there are so many things MISSING - we have to go to the ORIGINAL to ever hope to understand it.
THE REAL ORIGINAL - is RH A1:32. Dec. 31, 1857, or we will take it from T1:179-184 and continue on into the "LAODICEAN CHURCH" - 185-195, 198. To get the complete Picture.

EW 271 (T1:182-3) - BOTTOM of the Page - is the "LOUD CRY!" - but at the TOP of the Page - you find a SEALING. Anyone who knows ANYTHING about the SEALING - knows the Holy Angels - "LEAVING" the Foolish Virgins forever - and "DOUBLING" the Guard around the Wise Virgins - and besides that - "...clothed with an ARMOR from their head to their feet." means only ONE THING. EW 271.

AND BESIDES THAT - "They HAD obtained the VICTORY!" Leaves not a scintilla of Doubt - but that this is a SEALING - BEFORE the LOUD CRY! Those SEALED in the "EARLY RAIN" are the ones who give the "LOUD CRY!" "LATTER RAIN!"

THE LOUD CRY and "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" is connected. The straight Testimony to the Laodiceans (which is the 10 Virgin Parable) -

"At this time the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given, to AROUSE a SLUMBERING CHURCH." SM 1:196. "The LAODICEAN MESSAGE, like a sharp, two-edged Sword - must go to ALL the Churches." "...I will spew thee OUT..." T6:77.

"...both SEPARATION and UNITY will be seen IN OUR RANKS...Those who have had GREAT LIGHT and precious privileges, but have not improved them, will, under one PRETEXT or another, GO OUT from us. Not having received the LOVE of the TRUTH, they will be taken in by the DELUSIONS of the Enemy; they will give heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of Devils, and will depart from the Faith...THEN will the Message of the Third angel SWELL to a LOUD CRY." T6:400-1. RH A3:239, 443, 209; A4:467. SG 2:226, 300. LS 336, 425. TM 399, 89. T1:321. SM 2:66-7, 118.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - this is called "A SHAKING!" - a SIFTING-SEPARATION. The Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans is not the CAUSE. What is the CAUSE of the Straight Testimony TO (not FROM) TO the Laodiceans?
IF THE LAODICEANS - would give the LOUD CRY - it would be a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" - "FROM" the Laodiceans! But it is not FROM the Laodiceans but TO the Laodiceans! It will be very difficult to make ANY Laodicean understand ANY of this - it has to be some one HONEST enough to ADMIT FACTS - and the reason for the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM) TO the Laodiceans is because they are NOT HONEST!

"WHEN THE SHAKING COMES - by the introduction of FALSE THEORIES, these surface readers, ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND. They SLIDE into ANY POSITION to suit the tenor of their feelings of bitterness." TM 112.

ANCHOR - we see from the above, they have NO ANCHOR. There are a dozen Statements that say the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" as well as the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" - swells into the "LOUD CRY."

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE - JUSTIFICATION BY THIS FAITH - "I saw the Third Angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the way to the HOLIEST of the Heavenly Sanctuary. As they BY FAITH enter the MOST HOLY, they find Jesus...These Messages were re-presented to me as an ANCHOR to the people of God." EW 254-6.

"And as INDIVIDUALS receive and understand them, they are SHIELDED against the many DELUSIONS of Satan." SG 1:166.

THE AWAKENING - swept the Adventist World via HUDSON of Oregon - with the premise that "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" was obtained CLEAR OUT of the Sanctuary entirely! Way OUT in the alleged: "OUTER COURT!" Thus they let go the "ANCHOR!"

GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION - R&H June 19, 1970, p.9,10. Bible Study Hour - Leslie Hardinge - followed the AWAKENING in finding: "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the "OUTER COURT!" Thus they let go the "ANCHOR!" and have no "SHIELD!" against the "MANY DELUSIONS OF SATAN!"

"WHEN THE SHAKING COMES - by the introduction of FALSE
THEORIES, these surface readers, ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND!" TM 112.

SHIFTING SAND - because the Church lets go the ANCHOR, which would have held them - they have become a "NEW ORGANIZATION" by writing "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" - such as by MAXWELL-HARDINGE-FORD-ANDERSON-RICHARDS - and others in Sympathy with the AWAKENING - "...their dependence on HUMAN POWER, which, without God, is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and Storm and Tempest would sweep away the Structure." SM 1:204-5.

THIS IS THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY - and hence the NEED of the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) TO the Laodiceans!" "I had my Orders... "MEET IT!"...without delay..."MEET IT!"...regarding the ERRORS that were coming in among us." SM 1:206.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY - to the Laodiceans is NOT FIRST! The "ERRORS" that are "COMING IN AMONG US!" is FIRST! That made the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" necessary.

RIGHT HERE - we run into a problem. If there are no Errors - if there are no Abominations - then we are Barking up the wrong Tree. BEFORE THERE IS ANY JUSTIFICATION for any "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the Laodiceans - there has to be a MIDNIGHT HOUR and DARKNESS! DARKNESS is "MULTITUDINOUS ERRORS, HERESIES, and DELUSIONS." COL 414.

IF - according to the FROOMS - there are none of those around - we may as well pack up and go Home. There will be no Showing my people ALL their ABOMINATIONS - there will be NO MIDNIGHT CRY - NO STRAIGHT TESTIMONY - NO SHAKING OUT - NO SEPARATION - NO NEW "MOVEMENT" GC 464 - NO CRISIS - NO SEALING. T3:267.

BUT THE LORD ORDERS THE COUNTERFEIT - let them develop their Talents, their Red Herrings, as did JUDAS! "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES - for the Burning!" In Adventist Circles: "THese SURFACE READERS, ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND!" TM 112. There is to be a SHAKING among God's people...It will be the
result of **REFUSING** the **TRUTH PRESENTED...** The **LIGHT**
given me has been very forcible that **MANY** will **GO OUT**
from **US**, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines
of Devils...False Prophets will arise and will deceive
**MANY.** Everything is to be **SHAKEN** that can be **SHAKEN.**"  
SM 2:13,392.

**GOING OUT FROM US** - who is: "**US** - ???" Not knowing
the **SEQUENCE** of **EVENTS** - and reading it from **EW** - one
would **NEVER** find the Answer in 1,000 years! They
really pulled a Red Herring over the Trail when they
shuffled together some of these Books! **THE-ONLY-
SAFETY-IS-TO-GO-BY-THE-ORIGINAL-AND-NOTHING-ELSE!** Then
it is very clear - **A-B-C** - (A) False theories come
**FIRST.** From **WHO?** From the **LAODICEANS!** So that the
Straight Testimony comes **TO** them and **NOT FROM** them!
Establish that, nail it down - and do not even **BUDGE!**
"Those who have **EXCUSED** these **WRONGS** have been thought
by the (Blind) people to be very **AMIABLE** and **LOVELY** in
**DISPOSITION...** The spirit of **HATRED** which has existed
with some because the **WRONGS** among God's people have
been **REPROVED** has brought **BLINDNESS** and a fearful
deception upon their own souls, making it **IMPOSSIBLE**
for them to **DISCRIMINATE** between **RIGHT** and **WRONG**.
They have put out their own spiritual eyesight...**THE
**GENERAL SLAUGHTER** of **ALL** those who do not thus see...
and **BEGIN** at My Sanctuary...**their CONFESSIONS are TOO
LATE." T3:266-7,271. "They **DESPISE** the **STRAIGHT TESTI-
MONY..." T3:272.

**SEQUENCE OF EVENTS** - under (A) we covered that **ERROR**
comes **FIRST.** To be followed by the Straight Testi-
mony which reproves, exposes, condemns - these Errors.
But the **BLIND** do not want to **SEE** this and will be
**SLAUGHTERED.** With their blind Ministers. T5:211-2.

(B) Those in the **WRONG** - go: "**OUT!**" from: "**US!**"
**URIAH SMITH MYTHS** has it - the Bad Eggs **LEAVE** the
**LAODICEAN BASKET!** This is the **RED HERRING** dragged
over the Church and Reform Trail. Which means **GC 464**
- the Page of all the Pages of Testimonies - **IS-ALL-
**WRONG!** That a New "**MOVEMENT**" is to "**COME!**" They
fixed up **EW** so the **EVIDENCE** is **HIDDEN** if not **MISSING**
**ENTIRELY!** Go to the **ORIGINAL** - read the **KEY SENTENCE**
that is **LEFT OUT** - and all becomes very Plain.
EW 269 begins with: "I saw SOME..." Now just WHO is SOME? SOME of WHAT - ??? SOME of the LAODICEANS - ??? This is NOT talking of the LAODICEANS - AT ALL!!!

T1:179 begins with: "Nov. 20, 1857, I was shown THE PEOPLE OF GOD, and saw THEM mightily shaken. SOME..." SOME of WHO - ??? SOME of the LAODICEANS - ??? In the first case - the Laodiceans are NOT SHAKEN! NOTHING can SHAKE THEM! They feel RICH and INCREASED with all these "I AM SAVED!" sermons - promising the wicked LIFE! They move BY LAW to put a STOP to all DETRACTORS - who in the World is "SHAKING" them? Billy Graham?

T1:179 tells you EXACTLY who is being: "SHAKEN!" It is the: "PEOPLE OF GOD!" - these are not BLIND LAODICEANS! They are only the: "PROFESSED people of God!" But the REAL GENUINE 100% GOLD: "PEOPLE OF GOD!" - see what the Laodiceans are too BLIND to see - they see Probation closing up - they see the Omega of Apostasy - they: "MEET IT!" And they are the: "PEOPLE OF GOD!"

Now when you come to the word: "SOME!" it is SOME in the ranks of those GIVING the Straight Testimony to the Lukewarm "SPewn OUT!" - LAODICEANS - SOME in the ranks of the "PEOPLE OF GOD!" - the FIRST "SOME!" you come to are RIGHT! But now find the SECOND "SOME!" on the NEXT PAGE - there are "SOME!" among the People of God who DO-NOT-THINK-THE-LAODICEANS should be so ABUSED! IN-FACT-YOU-SEE-THIS-IN-THE-"LAODICEAN CHURCH!" chapter that follows - it is LIKE the KD+A situation! "I saw that the Lord was whetting His Sword in Heaven to CUT-THEM-DOWN..." T1:190.

The pointed Testimony will: "...develop CHARACTER and PURIFY the Church." T1:216. But spoiled Brats and their Mothers - do not understand this Principle so: "Satan's object is GAINED when the faithful Testimony is SUPPRESSED. Those who readily SYMPATHIZE with the WRONG consider it a VIRTUE...as they EAGERLY accept the SYMPATHY of their UNWISE Brethren, they receive the idea that they are ABUSED...lay BLAME upon the RE- PROVER, and so PATCH UP the matter...FALSE SYMPATHIZERS...STAND-OUT-OF-THE-WAY...You have too LONG wrapped up the SHARP TESTIMONY..." T1:213-5. "Those
who ENCOURAGE the SINNER...God will CURSE..." T3:272.

IN THE TALL TALES - that came by the BUNCHES in the 30's and some REVIVING that ABOMINATION by reprinting that TAYLOR BUNCH RUBBISH - Korah, Dathan, and Abiram were represented as "OFF-SHOOTS!" - it is only necessary to mention it to any HONEST Bible or Testimony Student for them to see the GLARING LIE - but how many will HOLD-TO-IT?

KD+A - were LEADERS in the Church! They did not try to get ANYONE out of the Church, they had FAITH in this Movement going thru - although God said: "SPAWN OUT!" - they knew better. They tried to see how HIGH UP IN THE CHURCH they could get! They stayed with the MOVEMENT!

"THE CONGREGATION IS (SAVED!) HOLY EVERY ONE!" - won so many Friends, and influenced so many people - when the GROUND opened up for that Doctrine - the 250 Princes of Renown, the full Autumn Council - SYMPATHIZED with the BIG 3 leaderSHIP - something your Preacher does not like to talk about - the FIRE coming out of the Cloud and ATOMIZING them on the Spot! Still not knowing WHO the "BRETHREN!" were - the luke-warm MOB came clammering to the Tents of Moses and Aaron early next Morning: "Ye have KILLED the PEOPLE OF THE LORD!"

This History is to be REPEATED near the END. SOP 1:300,306. T3:353-361,380. PP 400-5. This was the SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST. To take the WRONG SIDE - the side of the leaderSHIP. DA 321,324. GC 28,378. LLM 232. WTF 14. TM 65,97. T5:120. T2:39,43. T8:95. T4:463. TM 161,294.

(C) It is the "PEOPLE OF GOD" who are SHAKEN - "SOME" go BACK to the Church. The Church can BRAG that they are ever "GAINING" in Membership - but from the Ranks of those who gave a weak "Testimony to the Laodiceans" - 95% or MORE - went BACK-TO-THE-CHURCH - BACK-INTO-MIDNIGHT-DARKNESS.

"SOME will not bear this straight Testimony. THEY will rise up AGAINST it, and THIS will CAUSE a SHAKING (originating NOT among the LAODICEANS but) among GOD'S
PEOPLE...The numbers of this COMPANY had LESSENED. SOME had been SHAKEN OUT and LEFT by the way.* (There you see an asterik-STAR, follow the STAR* down to the Bottom of the Page and see to go into: "DARKNESS!" all that is needed is to go BACK into the MIDNIGHT DARKNESS LAODICEAN CHURCH!) T1:181-2.

NO ANCHOR - in 1957 - the Ford Foundation gave Seventh-day Adventists 2 MILLION $'s to seek the Secret of Life from BIOTOXICAL (Poisonous) remedies. SCOPE WEEKLY by UPJOHN CO., featured (June 12, 1957) the LLU Researchers went to the WITCHDOCTORS "From Tanganyika to South America" because SDA Dr. Saleem A. Farag said: "...there is danger the art of witch doctoring may be lost."

IN BROTHER HOOD-WINK WEEK - President Figuhr said these Drug Institutions stand as a: "BEACON-LIGHT ON THE WAY TO HEAVEN." The Lord sent them a 1 MILLION $ fire by which to Celebrate. No earth-shaking Medical discoveries were made. But the Lord wrote of this leaderSHIP.

"I lately read of a noble SHIP that was plowing its way across the sea, when at MIDNIGHT, with a terrific crash, it struck upon a Rock; the passengers were AWAKENED only to see with horror their HOPELESS condition, and with the SHIP they sank to rise no more. The MAN (not Christ) the MAN at the helm had mistaken the BEACON LIGHT." SM 2:128.

AS FAR BACK - as 1866 - "The present generation have TRUSTED their BODIES to the Doctors and their SOULS to the Ministers...are DRIFTING about without knowledge, like a SHIP at Sea without COMPASS or ANCHOR." CH 37-8. 1866.

"The facts concerning the REAL condition of the PROFESSED people of God, speak more loudly than their PROFESSION - and make it evident that SOME POWER has CUT THE CABLE that ANCHORED them to the Eternal Rock, and that they are DRIFTING away to Sea, without CHART or COMPASS." RH July, 24, 1888. (POWER would STOP the DRIFTING! By keeping X-mass and Easter - they LOST the POWER! GC 443 - which led to:) "So APOSTASY in the Church will PREPARE the way for the IMAGE to
the BEAST!" GC 444. (Which led to:) Old FROOM and his AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION to teach: "IN COMMON" with all the other Churches! RH Dec. 18, 1969, p.20. (Which led to:) That MAXWELL BOOK - 1970. (Which led to:) The AWAKENING going over to HEPPENSTALL-FROOM March and May 1972. (All set for ECUMENICAL UNITY - at long last! The 3-fold Union:) MISSION-KEY '73.

THE RED HERRING DAY FOR SDA!

THAT DIVINE PREDICTION - (Old FROOM said she never made any DIVINE PREDICTIONS! His SLEAZY BOOK ("MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!") took 13 pages to PROVE that! 107-121. And then 13 MORE! 122-132,145,322,398, 436,541.)

BUT SHE SAID - "IN COMMON" Teaching would be FOLLOWED by LAW - !!! CALL-IN-THE-LAW! as they did when they SHUT DOWN HUNDREDS OF REFORM WRITERS (Old NICHOLS tried it on THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY!) made some CONFESS IN CHURCH that they would NEVER quote the R&H again - !!!

THE BIG BLUFF - Canright and Ballenger were HONEST and ABOVE BOARD enough to LEAVE the Church. But the most DEVASTATING APPROACH is the JUDAS or TROJAN-HORSE method. The old FROOM-ANDERSON-JONES-WAGGONER-DANIELLS--KELLOG-RICHARDS-FIGHUR-BRINSMEAD-BUNCH-COTRELL-WOODS-PIERSON-DURST-HOUTEFF- sly spy disguise -is to BLUFF - !!!

PRETEND THEY BELIEVE - disguise themselves in the UNIFORM, come BOLDLY to the GATES - give ORDERS that others scurry to OBEY! The ORDERS to USE DRUGS - cut down any who HESITATE to OBEY! Put the FEAR-OF-GOD in the Camp - ORDER them to Obey "GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY" and regardless of their own CONVICTIONS - OBEY ORDERS! Then set some old FROOM up as: "Professor EMERITUS for Prophetic Understanding for Andrews (Seminary) University!"

USE THE WHIP - of DISFELLOWSHIP - issue PAPAL BULLS and THREATS - cast out 395,000 from General Conference Session 1970 to Vienna 1975! (RH July 14, 1975; p.7[811]) By this Time - under the PIERSON ADMINISTRATION they have lost 1/4 - (25%) - of the Old-Line
MEMBERSHIP! This ought to put the FEAR-OF-GOD in them! Show them who is Boss! So they fall over each other - seeking to PLEASE! to OBEY!

THAT WAY - to show their ALLEGIANCE to the FULLER SEMINARY BABYLONISH BLOC - order WOODS to DENY the "INERRANCY" of the Bible and the Testimonies! RH July 16, 1975; p.11 (847) - order COTRELL to FOLLOW this with an avalanche of RH ARTICLES - (RH Feb. 17, 1977 to April 28, 1977.)

THE ETHIC - (or Lack of Ethics) - of the MAFIA-CRIME SYNDICATE-ROMANISM-COMMUNISM-ADVENTISM- BLACK-HAND GANGS and WHORE-HOUSES - is to GO ALONG with the "FAMILY" and the "DON'TS!" in Power - OBEY ORDERS! "It is not yours to question WHY - but to DO and DIE!" (FATALISM:) "It's all the SAME! It's in the GAME! It makes NO DIFFERENCE now!"

I PREDICT - the present INVESTIGATION by MIRIAM WOODS - (RH Nov. 17, 1977; p.9 (1225) - about HOMOSEXUALITY and DRUGS running rampant in "SDA SCHOOLS-ACADEMIES-CAMPUSES" - that this will SUDDENLY be HUSHED DOWN - she will be given - ORDERS! and we will hear NO-MORE-ABOUT-IT! After all, if you want to be a MINISTER-MISSIONARY-DOCTOR-NURSE - for the Seventh-day Adventist Church - you have to SIGN an OATH of ALLEGIANCE to obey ORDERS! and to HELL with your CONSCIENCE or CONVICTIONS!

SOME - weak-minded NINCOM-POOPS - afraid of their SHADOW - would NEVER stand up to be COUNTED - will bow low before any BEAST or IMAGE-OF-THE-BEAST - will rend their Garments in HOLY-HORROR at the: "LANGUAGE!" - and go and CURSE MORE! "...than from all other causes COMBINED!...have CURSED the inhabitants of the Earth!" SG 364 (Center) 133. "This is MURDER!"

MM 139,222,229.

MURDER INCORPORATED! (How long since your FROOMS allowed this to appear in the "GOOD OLD REVIEW! -???") - "...the poisonous DRUG...it benumbs the sensibilities, STUPEFIES the brain, and UNFITS the mind for the service of God...But God did not regard their PRAYERS, because their FAITH was not made PERFECT by WORKS." SG 364 (Center) 139,144.

- 13 -
SOME PEOPLE - who claim to be Authorities on the LAWS of God - do not know the LAW above all LAWS - the LAW of KARMA - of RETRIBUTION. The Promise of Christ - "AS ye do unto OTHERS - SO shall it be done to YOU AGAIN." "Good for good and evil for evil." "Full measure, pressed down, and running over."

SO IF "MURDER INCORPORATED" - seeks the Iron-Fist of the LAW - as the JEWS that took Christ and His Disciples to the ROMAN TRIBUNALS - he that LIVES by the SWORD will DIE by the SWORD.


AFTER DOING EXACTLY - as the Jews did - appealing to Pilate and Herod - that the "JEWS" should be a LAW unto themselves! - seeking their own Vengeance or Redress with their Enemies. Once you STIR UP THE LAW - to move against the INNOCENT - that LAW may get out of Hand!

ANCIENT CHINESE PROVERB - [Invented in Grand Forks!] - "He that sics on unknown Dog - Better have long legs to RUN!"

AFTER CLAIMING PAPAL RIGHTS - and IMMUNITY for Pope Pierson, in a LAWSUIT instituted by ADVENTISTS against ADVENTISTS - it will cost the Church - over 1 MILLION $'s. (See "REMNANT" Box 192, Bryn Mawr, CA 92318. $12.00 per year. See Oct. 1, 1977, ask for ATTORNEY-AT-LAW Oct. 3, 1977 letter.) [1991 - OUT OF PRINT!]

RELEASING THE WOLF-PACK - Sr. White WARNED - GC 443 - the WORST ABOMINATION in Eze. 8, the ABOMINATION chapter just before Eze. 9 the SEALING chapter. "Turn thee yet again and I will show thee WORSE THINGS yet to come!"
ENDED UP in the WORST THING in the Sight of God was for the SABBATARIAN CHURCH to go up the Hill with Billy Babylon Graham to greet the Rising Sun - !!!

THE WORST ABOMINATION - "...turn thee yet again, and thou shalt see GREATER ABOMINATIONS than these." Eze. 8:15. The Keeping of the Catholic CHRIST-MASS is quickly followed by keeping Billy Graham's SUNDAY on the POPE'S EASTER! Ezekiel 8:13-18.

SAY WHATEVER YOU LIKE - about the SEALING - WHO will be SEALED - WHEN they will be SEALED - NO-ONE-WILL-BE SEALED who does not Sigh and Cry "ALOUD!!" and "SPARE NOT!!" about the Eze.8 ABOMINATIONS! "MARK this point with CARE!" T3:267. Eze. 9:4-5. But that is not the End of the matter -

THOSE NOT SEALED - Six Angels come from the way of the higher gate with "DESTROYING WEAPONS" in their hands - (I wonder how Fred (Wrong) Wright will explain this to the old Women in the Paper-Dolly Ward?) Eze. 9:2, 7-11. T5:211-2. (If he wants to tear that page out of the Bible - and every other page from the Testimonies as well that speak of the GREATEST SLAUGHTER IN ALL HISTORY COMING on the Rejector's of the THIRD AGNEL'S MOST HOLY PLACE SANCTUARY SEALING TRUTHS - he will have to rip out so much that he will have very little left!)

*****GC 443 - keeping X-MASS and EASTER they LOSE the "POWER!!"

*****EW 56,261 - worshipping OUTSIDE the Sanctuary entirely - way out in the "OUTER COURT" they also LOSE-THE-POWER-OF-GOD but WORSE YET! They GAIN the POWER-OF-SATAN! GC 443.

*****GC 444 - "So APOSTASY in the Church will PREPARE the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST."

*****GC 445 - FROM with his boot-black ANDERSON - took the next step shown in this SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - the 3-fold UNION was accomplished by teaching "IN COMMON" as shown here. RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.20 - AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION to teach "IN COMMON!" MISSION-KEY '73.

*****GC 445 - now the LAST "STEP" shown there is to
follow that with **FORCE - LAW!** As already shown -
they voted to **GO-TO-LAW!** R&H. Dec. 4, 1975.
p.14. They went to **LAW - 1976. THEY-LOST-THE-
CASE - 1977. MILLIONS in TITHES and OFFERINGS
down the drain! But is that all - ???

(SDA) "FORUM" publications and "SPECTRUM" Magazine -
P.O. Box 4330, Takoma Park, MD 20012. SWARMING with
**LAWYERS** who now go to Washington to **LAY-DOWN-THE-LAW!**
to them! Headed by **PROSECUTING ATTORNEY FOR THE
STATE OF CONNECTICUT** (SDA) Glen E. Coe to head this
**ELITE SDA CORE** - organizing **CHAPTERS** around the World
to get some **CLOUT** behind them! Holding Meetings 600
and 900 at a time! to listen to **RON NUMBERS! "OUT!"**
with **EGW! "OUT!"** "I saw men linking up arm in arm
with **LAWYERS,** but God was **NOT-IN-THEIR-COMPANY.**"

**HEALTH RESEARCH** - was reprinting many of the **VERBOTEN
BOOKS** - White of the Vaults - **THREATENED** him with **LAW!**
He (Dr. Wilborn) wrote me: "But I am printing them."
But not for long. A Lawsuit was instituted against
him - he **WON!** But he **LOST!** - $30,000.00. It cost
**RODALE** - $300,000.00. And now the **JUNTO** and **CABALA
have TO BE** on the Scaffold -

**THE INSTITUTION BIGOT** - gets **PAID!** Win or Lose. He
gets his **TICKET PAID** to appear at the **INQUISITION.** He
has his **HOTEL ROOM** and all services - **SUPPLIED!** Even
the **TAXI** to come to the **COURT** - he couldn't care **LESS
how LONG** the Case drags on - he gets **OVERTIME-
DOUBLE-TIME** if not **DIRTY MONEY!** Who realizes or cares
- that the **HUNTED** and the **HOUNDED** - have to pay **EVERY-
CENT-OF-THEIR-OWN-WAY** - !!!

**SO SOME OF US** - can fully **UNDERSTAND** - that the **SAINTS
will really - "REJOICE!" Rev. 18:20, when the **HIRE-
LINGS** get **PAID-OFF-IN-FULL!** and we will **MEET** the **ARGU-
MENT** of the **FRED WRIGHT CLAN** - that: **"GOD NEVER
DESTROYS!"**

"**AND IF HE DID!**" (So says Old Fred!) - He would be no
better in: "**NATURE!"** - than the Devil!

**WE WILL REPLY TO THAT ONE** - by saying that he that
Falls for that BLASPHEMY - has Sold his Soul - to the Devil! And deserves any PLAGUES - he will GET!

"When the servant of God...realizes to a slight degree the purity of the Holy One of Israel, he will make startling CONFESSIONS of the POLLUTION of his soul, rather than proud boasts of his holiness." BC 4:1140. 1888. "PROUD SCORNERS are not to be TRUSTED." BC 3:1137. 1904.

"...be assured that the Lord does not need HIM; for he cannot communicate that which he has never received." BC 4:1159. 1897. "There are deep MYSTERIES in the Word of God, there are MYSTERIES in His providences, and there are MYSTERIES in the Plan of Salvation, that-man-cannot-fathom. But the FINITE MIND, strong in its desire to satisfy CURIOSITY, and solve the problems of INFINITY...PRIES INTO the SECRETS hidden since the foundation of the World. Man builds his theories, loses the simplicity of true Faith, becomes TOO SELF-IMPORTANT to believe the declarations of the Lord, and hedges himself in with his own CONCEITS." BC 2:995. 1881.

"DOUBLE-MINDED men and women are Satan's best allies. Whatever favorable opinions they may have of themselves, they are DISASSEMBLERS...To yoke up with those who are UNCONSECRATED, and yet be loyal to the Truth, is simply IMPOSSIBLE." BC 5:1086; 1898.

"THE SCRIBES, PHARISEES...To JUSTIFY their course of STUBBORN UNBELIEF, they lost no possible opportunity of seizing upon ANYTHING in the Teaching of Jesus that they could MISCONSTRUE, MISAPPLY, or FALSIFY... "HYPOCRISY works SECRETLY, and if indulged, it will fill the mind with PRIDE and VANITY." BC 5:1120-1.

"Were there no JUSTICE, no PENALTY, there would be no STABILITY to the Government of God." BC 5:1133. 1892.
"From the LIGHT given me of the Lord, men will arise speaking PERVERSE things...men's CONCEITED FALLACIES...will invent TESTS that are NO TESTS at all...but by CLEAR SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT...we must DISTINGUISH the SACRED from the COMMON...Men have brought themselves in with their heterogeneus mass of HERESIES which they represent as ORACLES for the people. The people are CHARMED with some STRANGE, NEW THING, and are not WISE in experience to DISCERN the CHARACTER of ideas that men may frame up as SOMETHING...and all these SPECULATIONS and THEORIES would better be STRANFEOlD-IN-THE-CRADLE...would better come to a SOUND MIND...When the day comes when the LAW of God is made VOID, and the Church is sifted by the FIERY TRIALS...a great proportion of those who are supposed to be GENUINE will give heed to seducing spirits, and will turn TRAITORS and betray sacred trusts. They-will-prove-our-very-worst-persecutors." BC 6:1064-5. 1897.

GOD DOES NOT DESTROY? "The earth is convulsed - the ground trembles, heaves, and rises into swells or waves, and there are heavy sounds like thunder underground. The air is heated and suffocating. The earth quickly opens, and I saw villages, cities and burning mountains carried down together into the Earth."

"GOD-CONTROLS-ALL-THOSE-ELEMENTS; they are His instruments TO-DO-HIS-WILL; He calls them into action... These FIERY ISSUES have been, and will be His agents to BLOT OUT from the Earth VERY WICKED CITIES. Like Korah, Dathan and Abiram they go alive into the pit. THESE-ARE-EVIDENCES-OF-GOD'S-POWER..."The Lord is slow to anger, and great in power, and will not at all acquit the wicked...Who can stand before His INDIGNATION? and who can abide in the fierceness of His ANGER? His FURY is poured out like FIRE, and the ROCKS are thrown down by Him...In the Day of the Lord, JUST BEFORE the Coming of Christ, God will send LIGHT-NINGS from Heaven in His WRATH, which will unite with FIRE in the earth...God will PLAGUE the wicked inhabitants of the Earth until they are DESTROYED from off it. The Saints are PRESERVED." SG 3:80-3. SOP 1:84-5.

"Therefore will not we fear, though the Earth be removed...the Lord...is our Refuge." Ps. 46:2-7.
"CORRUPT HUMAN NATURE is to be SUBDUED, not EXALTED. Thus ONLY can we become PURE and UNDEFILED...must be done in the NATURAL HEART." T8:234.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY - is meant to DARE these LAODICIANS in and out of the Church - to GIVE UP their: "RAPIDLY INCREASING DARKNESS, the multitudinous ERRORS, HERESIES, and DELUSIONS of these Last Days... THE GREAT APOSTASY...DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT, IMPENETRABLE as Sackcloth of Hair. To God's people... out of that Night of DARKNESS, God's LIGHT will SHINE!" COL 414-5. 1900.

HOW WILL THIS LIGHT SHINE? The page of all the pages of the Testimonies - is GC 464. The "GATHERING TIME" is the SEALING TIME! The Lord sets His hand to GATHER His people from the Church and from the Nations. EW 69,74. RH A4:417. 1884 GC 283. Eze. 13:5. SOP 2:193. Pt 87.

IN GC 464 - it is called: "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" Now something that is to: "COME!" by no stretch of the imagination can it be construed as something that is: "HERE!" - not if: "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464.

OR TAKE IT FROM THE ORIGINAL - 1884 GC 296 - "...and BEFORE-THE-TIME shall come for such a MOVEMENT..." (SATAN) "...will endeavor to PREVENT it, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464. (A COUNTERFEIT - with no GENUINE!)

THIS RED HERRING COUNTERFEIT - is fully covered in this SAME CHAPTER! just follow GC 464 into 470-3 and SEE the DOCTRINES of the FROOM-WAGGONER engineered self-styled: "AWAKENING!" We said this FOR YEARS!

FINALLY - a professional Writer - Dean of a Seminary - spent FULL TIME! (as we did!) - for YEARS - and BOTH OF US - arrived at the SAME CONCLUSIONS! The only Difference: (A) He rejoices! - calls it an "ADVANCE!" Looking at it from his Side of the Fence. For the Adventists to DEPART from the Testimonies and go over to the World - is EXACTLY what he WANTS! and is doing his BEST to Aid and Abett it! FROOM and ANDERSON sold HALF the Third Angel's Message down the
Babylon River. EPISCOPALIAN-ANGLICAN (CHURCH OF ENGLAND) PRIEST GEOFFREY J. PAXTON hopes all they need is a little Push - to go ALL-THE-WAY!

"THE SHAKING OF ADVENTISM." - Baker Book House, 1019 Wealthy St., S.E. Grand Rapids, MI 49506. ($3.95) (B) But he puts his finger on the SAME CONCLUSIONS that we drew! FROOM was the Master-Architect - FROOM is a LIAR! Of course he says it in Scholarly vein!

"We do not agree with L.E.FROOM." p.57n. "However, Froom's claim...is open to question...An examination of these books themselves will show that Froom is OVERSTATING his case...what Waggoner said in 1888..." p.65, 65n.

(Oh! This is like MEDICINE to me! I have STOOD ALONE! Saying these very things FOR YEARS!) "It appears that at times Froom acted more in the charac-
ter of an APOLOGIST and WISHFUL THINKER..." p.65n. (See also p.70,70n,88n,91.) It took some one OUT of the Church to tell them this. It seems again there is "NOT A MAN IN ISRAEL" - to tell them this. That they have been following a RED HERRING COUNTERFEIT.

IT IS ALSO MOST REFRESHING - to have PAXTON AGREE with us (even if not one Adventist will!!) - that Adventists have GIVEN UP their own Religion - EN MASSE! Of course - he has no interest whatever in certain areas - such as them finding: "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" - with BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-HARDINGE - right. OUT of the Sanctuary - WAY OUT in the alleged: "OUTER COURT" - Paxton couldn't care less!

BUT FOR HIM - to express his AMAZEMENT at the EASE with which FROOM and HEPPENSTALL succeeded in getting Adventists to DROP their own Religion - and swing in line with BABYLON (with him!) - such CANDOR is not just REFRESHING, it is downright EXHILARATING!

YOU PLACE YOURSELF IN OUR SHOES - (1) We study to see what the Spirit of Prophecy teaches. We care NOTHING about ANYONE else's interpretation - no matter WHO he is. All we are concerned with is to know FOR OURSELVES what those Books do Teach.
We want to be absolutely SURE of this! (2) Then we discover her Divine PREDICTIONS of just what the leadership will do. How they will swing in line with BABYLON, and especially just at the End - go all the way "IN COMMON!" GC 445 - until they keep SUNDAY! GC 608. T5:463. (3) We discover how they CHANGED the Books in a massive COVER-UP worse than any WATER-GATE. (4) And last but not least - when we approach the Subject - PROVE it Step by Step - that this will go into the very "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" and find them HOSTILE, or more common - COULDN'T-CARE-LESS! And we are about as Welcome as a Skunk in a Hen-house - NO-MATTER-HOW-SURE -WE-ARE-THAT-WE-READ-THE-BOOKS-RIGHT - for some one of intelligence - TRAINED as a News Reporter to try to hold his own PREJUDICES in check, even though they do show themselves right along - especially in one favorite area - but even in THAT area he is Honest enough to ADMIT - that for Adventism to adopt THAT Viewpoint - had to be at the expense of THEIR-OWN-RELIGION! So just WHO is the "LUNATIC FRINGE?" Is the FRINGE-ON-TOP?

THE ANSWER - to that Question would be - (which some will call an INSULTING remark - but I do not think it is) - it all depends how much you do or do not VALUE your own RELIGION - !! I just happen to Believe - that is an HONEST EVALUATION! And if you are going to have to WAIT until the 7 Last Plagues to find it out - so be it! You made your Bed - now LIE in it! And I do mean - LIE! For that is what Religion is all about. The TRUTH!

THE TRUTH - if the Spirit of the Lord is not being withdrawn from the Earth - how do we explain:

(1) The MAJORITY of Adventists and Reformers were SPELLBOUND by the Awakening. All evidence indicates it was being FUNDED from a subservient source. No real matter.

(2) In 1972 the Leaders of the Awakening SWITCHED their Religion, as we all know or should know. If there are any left who DENY this - PAXTON puts the last Nail in their Coffin - for this is a MAJOR ADMISSION and INTEREST of his Book. The Question is no longer one of: DID they do it? That is beyond dispute. We have DOCUMENTED it many times. Now we have
SECONDER to the Motion.

(3) So the Question is - what about the MASS of Adventists that FOLLOWED the two Segments of the Awakening - NO-MATTER-WHAT-THEY-TAUGHT - !!! Did they EVER have ANY Religion. Do they have any NOW - ??? And will they SWITCH as readily TOMORROW - ??? Are they UNSTABLE in ALL-THEIR-WAYS?

THE MAJOR INTEREST OF PAXTON - (and should be our interest) - is the Question of: "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" What a Joy to find one who has EXAMINED the EVIDENCE for YEARS - to arrive at the SAME CONCLUSIONS WE DID for over 20 Years - although he REJOICES where we DO NOT - see where he RIGHTLY lumps together: (on one side or the other:) WAGGONER-DANIELLS-SPALDING - and saying EXACTLY what we have been saying - that FROM was a super-psychologist with a big WHITE-WASH BRUSH! (p.69-71.) The WRONG position started with WAGGONER - 1892. FROM sold out to WAGGONER.


SPEAR-HEADING - what he calls an: "ADVANCE!" but what the Testimonies PREDICTED would be heading for the: "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" - PAXTON DOES SAY as we have been saying - it was FROM-ANDERSON that were either the HEROS or the CULPRITS - p.83,87,88,90. WHERE AND WHY BRINSMEAD TURNED - p.99,103,122,124. (He does not mention WRIGHT - but here is where the WRIGHT religion took off :) p.144,145.

HE MAKES A POINT - of mentioning Brinsmead's RADICAL Departure from his own Teaching, "OUTER COURT" justi- fication, all this "...had to go!" p.123,123n, for "NEW INSIGHTS" with the NEW LEADERS on one side in "THE SHAKING" in Adventism. p.105,106,110,112.
HE EXPRESSES - his ASTONISHMENT - his AMAZEMENT - that the entire Adventist Church - followed BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT who went over to HEPPENSTALL - DROPPED their own Religion of 15 years running, picking up Tempo from 1967 to 1972 - when SUDDENLY (by DIRECTIVE or by BRIBE - or BOTH?) -

They SWITCHED to the HEPPENSTALL position! "HEPPENSTALL'S APPROACH - NO PERFECTION (and hence NO SEALING!) until the SECOND COMING...It is SURPRISING, therefore, that HEPPENSTALL'S teaching went UN-CHALLENGED (at least publicly) by the LEADERS of the Church." p.106. (Paxton.)

GET THAT BOOK - to see the NAMES he NAMES - of just WHO fell in Line with HEPPENSTALL and so DENIED every last vestige of the Teaching of ELLEN WHITE in un-folding the Drama of the Last Days and the SEALING TRUTHS of "MY FIRST VISION" - now all down the HEPPENSTALL DRAIN - !!!

WHAT A RELIEF - to have some one else say it - besides ourselves. Those supporting the Hoehn Research Library were OSTRACIZED! What do they intend to do with PAXTON and the ZENITH PRESS - that say the SAME THING! Do they intend to take THEM to LAW - ??? Or will they HONOR THEM?

WE SHOULD REALIZE - that in the Publications by "PRESENT TRUTH" - Paxton emerges as a PUGILIST - fighting with every ounce of his being - to uphold his Title - CHAMPIONING his own Church - the LEADERS of the LAMBETH CONFERENCES (1867) - (1920) - WORLD PRESBYTERIAN ALLIANCE (Paxton-Brinsmead CALVINISM - (see WEBSTER!) - (1875) - WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL (1881) - Tottering, enfeebled LIBERALISM, cut off from its Bib-lical and Reformation moorings - ANGLO-CATHOLIC TRACT-ARIAN-ANGLICISM (see WEBSTER!) - led by the somewhat eccentric Anglican Priest Paxton - PROMOTER of "PRESENT TRUTH" BRINSMEADISM - see also: "ECUMENISM-BOON OR BANE?" B.B.BEACH - edited by D.E.MANSELL - R&H Publishing Association. (1974.) see p.73-81. Reaching over the abyss to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER via LAMBETH QUADRILATERAL CONFERENCES via EPISCOPALIAN-CALVINISM-ANGLICAN ORIGIN now hammering at the Gates of LOWER-ADVENTOSIA! Demanding a Hearing!
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IN THIS PAXTON BOOK - he assumes the Robes of a JUDGE
- NOT as a PUGILIST - but now acting in the Capacity
of a Chairman to present FACTS before a JURY - attempt-
ing to RESTRAIN his BIASES - (which surface anyway) -
but is forced to be OBJECTIVE in an OPEN and PUBLIC
HEARING - as the saying goes: "THE TRUTH WILL OUT...!"

TRUTH ADVENTISM HOPED WAS WELL HIDDEN - now is roiling
in troubled Waters. No longer are we ALONE - to make
these Charges! It is now in the Public Eye. GOOD!

LET US SEE - if the Adventist will HOLD to the TESTI-
MONIES - or GO-WITH-BABYLON! Or try once again to
assume the Position of an OSTRICH! A better TARGET!

"THE SHAKING OF ADVENTISM" - is a documented His-
torical Review of what Adventists have DONE - they can
Hem-Haw and Waffle - but it will require the ability
of another FROOM to DENY what the first FROOM did!
Past Masters in the Art they may be - but 95 Theses
have been nailed to their Door - obtaining Money under
false pretences - the arrogant Pardon-Mongers inter-
rupted - will they but rally to uphold their crafty
Traffic in the souls of men?

WE SAID IT FIRST - and for many Years - we therefore
Cheer as another Nail is driven in their Coffin -
PAXTON acting not only as a JUDGE - but as a PROSECU-
TING ATTORNEY. However there is a clear Conflict of
Interest as he grandly IGNORES the PREDICTIONS of
ELLEN WHITE - A-B-C-

(A) She predicted in detail what they have done.
Catalogued and Listed the VERY DOCTRINES they would be
Teaching. GC 464-473. SM 1:193-225. Right into the
OMEGA!

(B) PAXTON chooses to IGNORE the MAXWELL BOOK - the
RAMIFICATIONS of the extent of its Distribution. The
sweeping loss of Old-Line Membership - their EXPECTA-
TION that they would PLEASE BABYLON by teaching: "IN
COMMON" with the other Churches. GC 445. PROVEN to be
a VAIN HOPE! GC 339.

(C) So that their DISAPPOINTMENT will lead to CLOSER
TIES with BABYLON - is that why they WELCOME the
Paxton CRITIC? So they can take the next Step - as she PREDICTED? Go ALL THE WAY with the ENEMIES of "WORKS?" GC 606-8,443-5,464.

THE FROOM BLOC - after the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book, slowed up for a moment by the ANDREASEN LETTERS - rallied as did KD+A - with the VERY SAME DOCTRINE! "The Congregation is HOLY - EVERY-ONE-OF-THEM!" (Which "I AM SAVED!" sin is to be repeated just near the End. SOP 1:300,306. PP 403-4. T3:353,358,361. T5:66.)

FROOM - grinding out the same kind of Pap - going from one Philosophical Mirage to the next - requiring a Clothes-Pin over the Nose to read his next Book - "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" (1971) - employing the Psychology of KD+A - the Church Leaders - "KORAH and his company...in their BLIND PRESUMPTION...A large part of the Congregation openly sided with Korah, whose-hopes-were-HIGH...They had been FLATTERED by Korah and his Company until they REALLY BELIEVED themselves to be a VERY-GOOD-PEOPLE...a new order of things...in which PRAISE would be substituted for REPROOF...had spoken FLATTERING words, and had PROFESSED great interest and LOVE for them, and the people concluded that KORAH and his Companions must have been good men...they were so DELUDED as to THINK themselves RIGHTEOUS...Do not the same Evils still exist?" PP 400-3.

THE OILY - and Flowery insight into Human Weakness and susceptibility to Praise - led him to move with incredible Skill - Engineering the AWAKENING on the one hand - employing the very same HUDSON who was putting out the ANDREASEN LETTERS. ANDREASEN, an insight into what was going on - hastily WITHDREW his MAILING LIST and looked after it in his Basement - the FROOM-HUDSON pomposity and pretense of receiving Extra-Terrestrial Messages from Outer-Space -

GOING FROM ONE HIGH - to another - The NEW RED HERRING COVER-UP called for the "AUTHORIZATION" of a General Conference Committee of 14 - if you want anything done right you appoint a "GENERAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE" - the Third Angel's Message lost in the Shuffle -

LIKE A TOOTH-ACHE THAT WON'T QUIT - with the Zeal of the Devil in Heaven organizing Chapters for his Sup-
port - in his Last Fling - FROOM managed to get 225 "World Leaders" "...Not only ADMINISTRATORS but embrac-
ing our LEADING BIBLE TEACHERS, EDITORS, MASS-COMMU-
NICATIONS SPOKESMEN, and VETERAN LEADERS...NO MORE
EMINENT or representative group could have been con-
sulted. No more competent GROUP...(EGW) - "We are not
Saved in GROUPS!" GC 490,233,622. (FROOM) - "...No
more competent GROUP could approve. And that they
did." (Footnotes) "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" p.481.

LIKE DOMINOS - all Opposition was instantly HUSHED in
the face of this massive Drive - had he been success-
ful in his Blitz-Kreig - he might have been elevated
to the Angels in Heaven. But instead suffered the
Bunker-House of World Ignominy - and now all who
supported his abortive enterprise must face the World-
Court of Opinion. President Pierson himself said that
40 Years of FROOM - climaxing in his Second-Childhood
RED HERRING Plot to unite Forces - the 3-fold Union
with Billy Graham EVANGELICALS and CHARISMATICS -
JESUS FREAKS - UNWASHABLES - and CATHOLICS coming in -
in the Fall of "MISSION-KEY '73" -

PIERSON SAID - would yet go down in History as a WORSE
DISGRACE and FIASCO - than 1888! The end Result of
DRIVING the whole Church into going along with that
HAIR-BRAINED PONDEROUS VENTURE - and the WATERGATE
that followed, will now mean they will not now be
quite so READY to SIGN their Names to the next BOTCHED
BLUNDER. At least one would HOPE they would take a
SECOND LOOK at the DOCTRINE - and not at the MEN who
support it! Some of whom haven't got enough brains to
get a Head-Ache.

THE FOLLOWERS OF HOYTEFF - had their WATERLOO in 1959.
The followers of FROOM and his AWAKENING - had theirs
in '73. But fail to have the integrity to ADMIT they
are not FIT-TO-LEAD as did the SHEPHERD'S ROD!

FROOM IN SURPRISING CANDOR - admits he was such an
artful deceiver as to fool 5 General Conference Presi-
dents in a row. ("MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" - MD 8.) Gets
PIERSON to APPROVE his book. (MD 13.) WILSON also.
(MD 15-6.) The purpose is to "UPLIFT THE CHURCH" - the
purpose of KD+A. (MD 17.)
HOW MANY THOUSANDS - of HOURS and DOLLARS WASTED in this effort he does not even HINT at. But the PURPOSE is that the "HOUR TO ADVANCE" has come. (MD 25.) As PAXTON says in his book - into the "LOUD CRY!" (SA 24.) But, as he says in another place - will "HISTORICAL FACTS...support FROOM'S ALIBI?" (SA 88.)

A PIN-POINT OF CONJECTURE - Often a huge structure can be built on a PIN-POINT - pull that out and the whole mess collapses! PAXTON'S ENTIRE ARGUMENT is built on the thesis that ADVENTISM lays CLAIM to the "REFORMATION GOSPEL" See: "EVALUATING ADVENTISM'S CLAIM TO THE REFORMATION GOSPEL" 47 page booklet by PAXTON - FREE from "PRESENT TRUTH" - (Brinsmead-Jarnes) P.O. Box 1311, Fallbrook, CA 92028.

FROOM STARTED THAT - "Many have UNWITTINGLY looked upon Adventism...as a tardy INNOVATION, coming BE- LATEDLY into the religious World...scarcely entitled to a place on the Protestant roster. This has, with SOME, tended to create the impression that we are OUTSIDE the MAINSTREAM of the Protestant CONFRA TERNITY ...Into this PITFALL we ourselves have sometimes stumbled...such a CONSTRUCTED VIEW of Adventism is both FAULTY and wholly at variance with the FACTS." FROOM. (MD 27.)

SO THERE - he takes off - the entire book is meant to PROVE that we are AT ONE - with the World! And there is where PAXTON sets his SNARE - right in the FROOM TRAP! His entire presentation is to CHALLENGE ADVENT ISM - right on that point! If you are ONE-WITH-THE WORLD - then ACT like it - TEACH like it!

THE ONLY THING IS - some of us have spent our lifetime PROVING that "The CHURCHES that refused to receive the FIRST ANGEL'S MESSAGE - rejected LIGHT from Heaven... When the CHURCHES SPURNED the counsel of God by reject ing the Advent Message - the Lord REJECTED THEM... THIS MESSAGE...an ANNOUNCEMENT of the moral FALL of THE CHURCHES..."BABYLON IS FALLEN," was given in... 1844." SOP 4:232. GC 383.

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE - and the Message of Rev. 18 - is a call to come OUT of the other Churches.
BUT PAXTON IS holding FROOM-BRINSMead to The SDA AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION to be "IN COMMON" with the other Churches - RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. Which gave birth to that MAXWELL BOOK of a "NEW ORDER" that constitutes this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" (SM 1:204) that we are NOT-TO-JOIN! For that would mean "Apostasy from the Truth!" (SM 2:390) for by this time they have NO-TRUTH-LEFT! All that FROOM-BRINSMead have managed to do is pick over the bleached bones of apostate EVANGELICALSIM. "THE EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS ...they live, and move, and breathe in a state of things radically CORRUPT, and appealing every hour to every BASER ELEMENT of their nature to HUSH UP the Truth, and bow the knew to the power of APOSTASY." GC 444-5.

BUT FROOM - prefers a shipment fresh from "THE FRUIT OF THE MONTH" Club - the Tin-horn dictator writes that we must be tied with bonds that cannot be broken... what he chooses to call "...the true Church of the ages, and our integral PART and RELATION thereto. From this invulnerable position we should never allow our feet to stray. From such a position of strength we should never permit ourselves to be driven. Such a concept and vision must never be allowed to become dim, blurred, or blunted...It serves as a RESTRAINT to any unseemly superiority complex that we alone are the people, that we only have the Truth." FROOM'S FOLLY. (MD28-9.) 1971. (With endless PAGES of the same, thus giving PAXTON the LICENSE to claim that "ADVENTISM" lays claim to be AT ONE with the World - that the BONDS or CORDS must not be broken!)

EGW - "I saw a number of Companies that seemed to be BOUND TOGETHER by CORDS. Many in these Companies were in TOTAL DARKNESS...Fear God, and give glory to Him; for the Hour of His judgment is come...As they raised this cry, I saw those who were in DARKNESS thrusting them with side and with shoulder. Then many who cherished the LIGHT, BROKE-THE-CORDS which confined them and stood out SEPARATED from those Companies... "COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM and touch not the UNCLEAN."

In obedience to this voice, a large number BROKE-THE-CORDS which bound them, and LEAVING the Companies that were in DARKNESS, JOINED THOSE who had previously gained their freedom, and JOYFULLY UNITED their voices
PERVERSE DISPUTINGS OF MEN OF PERVERSE MINDS - FROM ANDERSON called BILLY BABBING GRAHAM for the showdown "LOUD CRY!" - NOT for SEPARATION but the 3-fold UNITY - the monolithic COMBINE called "MISSION-KEY '73." It took a MASSIVE ONSLAUGHT - 700 pages of "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!" to sell that yard of goods! "LOVE ALL MEN EVERYWHERE!" (The Slogan of a Whore.)

PAXTON RIGHTLY ASSESSES - the battle was joined after 1888 - WAGGONER and JONES - "MOVED in the direction of the Reformation" - (Paxton p.67) - attempting to push ADVENTISM in the arms of CALVINISM-ANGLICANISM-SPURGEONISM-BRINSMEADISM - he makes the LUDICROUS UNRELenting SPURIOUS CLAIM - what he chooses to term "ROMAN CATHOLICISM!" But which he NEVER ADMITS is "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" as far from ROMAN CATHOLICISM as LIGHT is from DARKNESS. POSITION #(1) - he terms "CATHOLICISM!" but which is the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" position as we can demonstrate by 500 references! And POSITION #(2) - which he terms the "REFORMATION THEOLOGY" is but BORROWED ROMANISM along with their SUN WORSHIP and their HOLY-HELL! (which both he and Brinsmead are uncommonly EXPERT at steering clear of as something that has NOTHING-TO-DO-WITH- THE - "ETERNAL VERITIES" or the "GOSPEL!")

POSITION #(1) - "...TO MAKE RIGHTEOUS." - this he declares to be "ROMANISM!" - forgetting, perhaps - the Catholic or Anglican version of the "MASS!" which fits into #(2) - !!!

POSITION #(2) - "...TO DECLARE RIGHTEOUS." - NO CHANGE NEEDED! Just a "DECLARATION" on the part of God! He even appeals to the HOEHN DYNASTY to PROVE THAT POINT! (p.141n.)

"EDWARD HOEHN," "Salvation without the Deeds of the Law." R&H May 21, 1971 (Hoehn says:...." (As a cold matter of fact - there is more RIGHT than WRONG in what "HOEHN" says! Lending little if any support to PAXTON-BRINSMEAD.)
(Actually - looking at it again - PAXTON does put "HOEHN" on the other side of the fence. The R&H Title is MISLEADING. By mistake or by design - ???)

ANYONE WHO KNOWS ANYTHING - about this matter - knows that the denial of "WORKS!" has always been (as Paxton rightly puts it: "...the real bone of contention." p.65.)

TO DENY - "INWARD RENEWAL" - would be so obviously IN-SANE that only the Devil and Spurgeon would attempt to hold to that position. I think anyone of reasoning powers will admit - they cross over each other's territory - and as Paxton so abundantly proves - Adventist Leaders have been tossed to and fro on that question - which happens to be the MAIN INTEREST OF PAXTON - get the Adventists to go by Faith "ALONE!" without the CURSE of "WORKS!" Yet we can PROVE that he does not hold 100% to that notorious Dogma, much as he would like to TRY!

I REALLY DO WONDER - just where these people will stand when "God shall bring every WORK into JUDGMENT." Eccl. 12:14. "...and the dead were JUDGED...according to their WORKS." Rev. 20:12.

"The Son of man shall come in the glory of his Father with his angels; and THEN he shall REWARD every man according to his "WORKS!" Matt. 16:27.

"And behold, I come quickly; and my REWARD is with me, to give every man according as his WORK shall be." Rev. 22:12.

IN THE DELUGE OF LAWLESSNESS - undermining Society - could this be laid at the feet of Religion? Could the spirit of rebellion be traced to the Church? IS it because the VOP is regarded with such Holy Awe by the average Adventist - that Paxton believes it the better part of Valor to AVOID treading on the HMSCI toes? FROOM was not so FEARFUL, in fact he extends to him the dubious HONOR - the FLOWERS of the past turning to NETTLES of the present -
"VOICE OF PROPHECY" RICHARDS - was adversely affected by the copout of DANIELLS-WAGGONER-PRESCHOOL-GOSNER-LACEY-METHODOISM-EPISCOPALIANISM-LUTHERISM-BILLY GRAHAM -ISM to take the lead in the Adventist Church - the "SECRET" of his "SUCCESS" - the BRINSMEAD-PAXTON-BABYLON RELIGION: "Faith ONLY, plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING!" p.616-9. "Movement of Destiny" (FROOM) R&H. 1971.

MORE HMR - "The difference, or course, between JUSTIFICATION by FAITH and JUSTIFICATION by WORKS is so great that the establishment of the one means the OVERTHROW of the OTHER. WE-CANNOT-HAVE-BOTH." MD 619. (RICHARDS SR.)

(FOLLOWED BY: ANDERSON - [from CONGREGATIONAL-PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES!] - PRESCHOOL-Rebok-ECKENROTH-SHULER [from PRESBYTERIAN BILLY SUNDAY and METHODOISM] BRANSON -PALMER-)

THIS ULTIMATE VANITY - according to FROOM - p. 616-628 was to be the secret to win the World by the acre! For, after all - is that not SPURGEONISM? THEIR STAR IDIOT? No need of "SPEED"-"BENNIES"-"GLUE-SNIFFING"-"MARIJUANA" to get a new "HIGH!" DOWNERS and SPEED FREAKS could not even come a close second! EASILY MANIPULATED MARSHMALLOWS.

EVERY DAY - it becomes more apparent why the Heavens were BRASS - when they put on "THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH" - the Big Barnum Special - "MISSION-KEY '73."

STRANGE: Paxton credits FROOM and ANDERSON with SPEAR-HEADING an "ADVANCEMENT" in the 1960's - p.83. But somehow FAILS to mention RICHARDS - but rather prefers to give the Credit for the 1970 "CAPITULATION" of BRINSMEAD to "FAITH ALONE!" - the Ad Hoc Committee of One - the best Politician that money can buy - that caused the LIGHT to go on for Brother Robert - was HEPPENSTALL! (NIEBUHR) - quickly followed by FORD-NADEN-LaRONDELL p.121-135. Then BUNCH-WATTS-LOWE-PEASE-COTTRELL - p.112n,113n. The confederacy was on its way -
BEFORE GOING OVER TO THAT POPULAR BABYLON POSITION—did any of them look up or care—what the TESTIMONIES taught? "This class of DO—NOTHINGS and KNOW—NOTHINGS, as far as the WORK to be done in God's cause is concerned, will NEVER HEAR the "WELL DONE" from the lips of the Majesty of Heaven." RH A1:202. Dec. 12, 1878.

"The DO—NOTHINGS will be SPEECHLESS in that Day." RH A1:192. Mar. 14, 1878. "OUTWARD FORMS take the place of the INNER WORK of Grace. They are WHITED SEPULCHERS—beautiful WITHOUT, as far as CLAIMS to PIETY and a PROFESSION of the Truth are concerned, but WITHIN full of UNCLEANNESS. The theory of the Truth has converted the HEAD, but the SOUL TEMPLE has not been CLEANSED...In these days of PRETENSE there are many SHAM CONVERSIONS. TRUE CONVICTION of sin, real heart sorrow because of wickedness, death to self, the DAILY OVERCOMING of DEFECTS of CHARACTER, and the New Birth—these, represented as old things, Paul says had passed away, and all things had become new. Such a WORK many KNOW NOTHING of...What is now needed is the PLAIN TESTIMONY." RH A1:209,210. Aug. 28, 1879.

"It is too late to Sleep, too late to become indolent DO—NOTHINGS." RH A1:238. June 10, 1880. "The DO—NOTHINGS are the greatest hindrance...are the FIRST to be taken in Satan's snare, the FIRST to lend their influence to a wrong course. WATCH—PRAY—WORK—these are the Christians watch-words." RH A1:353. May 1, 1883.

HMSR - "Faith ONLY, plus NOTHING and minus "NO—THING!"

EGW - "I do not mean that CHEAP FAITH unsupported by WORKS." SM 2:381. "I will NOT be counted a DO—NOTHING." SM 2:181.

"These persons, who make such lofty PROFESSIONS, were calculated to deceive the unwary. They had much to say of LOVE and CHARITY covering a multitude of sins. I could not unite with their views and feelings; but
felt that they were wielding a terrible power for evil. I wished to escape from their presence as soon as possible."

"Elder White suggested that there were CONDITIONS specified. 'IF ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you.' Said he, 'Your theory of FAITH must have a FOUNDATION; it is as EMPTY as a flour barrel with both heas out.'" 1888 Steam Press. LS 208. See LS 80-1.

BUILDING WITH NO FOUNDATION - you can prove by 1,000 references that "THE LAW!" is the FOUNDATION - OBEDIENCE is JUST, it is RIGHT - it is a FOUNDATION! But if they want JONES (SM 1:377) (1893) - or WAGGONER with his SPIRITUAL WIVES that he brought to the General Conference Sessions - the Red Carpet rolled out for it! "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" (OLSON-WHITE) p.313-5.

FREE LOVISM - as the Off-Shoot result of JONES and WAGGONER going over to "HOLY FLESH" in 1900 and SIGNING OVER to "LIVING TEMPLE" (even FROOM admits THAT - MD 524,352,530) - and stayed with it till the day they died! Yet the FROOMS and the RICHARDS and the HEPPENSTALLS and the BRINSMEDIAMIDS and the (WRONG!) WRIGHTS - seek to the SAME DOCTRINES that led to SPIRITUAL WIFE FORNICATION! "Ye shall know them by their FRUITS!" (NATURALLY - there would be no "WORKS!" - wanted! No "LAW!" - either! No "OBEDIENCE!" - No "OVERCOMING!" - No "CHARACTER-BUILDING!" - Heaven forbid!

"We have reached a time when things are to be called by their RIGHT NAME. As we did in the earlier days, we must ARISE, and, under the Spirit of God, REBUKE the work of DECEPTION. Some of the sentiments now expressed (1904) - are the ALPHA of some the most FANATICAL IDEAS that could be presented. Teachings similar to those we had to meet soon after 1844 are being taught by some (by JONES and WAGGONER - see OLSON-WHITE! See the DATES! The main thing is the SENTIMENTS of the DOCTRINES lead to:)

"...some who occupy important positions in the work of God...the STEALTHY, DECEPTIVE work of FANATICISM. PRESUMPTUOUS SINS were committed, and unholy LUSTS were
ALL MEN EQUAL - ??? THE "BROTHERHOOD"(?) OF MEN - ???

Many "MINISTERS" are NOT "Equal!" Although they may be the LOUDEST to CLAIM so. From a modern day Prophet who had an uncommon insight into the "NATURE OF MAN" - "MANY (UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS) will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands - kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN."

"Testimonies to Ministers" p.409. They will NOT consider us "EQUAL" if we challenge what they are Teaching - but will "CAST US OUT!" They will NOT let us "GROW UP TOGETHER until the Harvest!" Matt. 13:30. And then HOLLER after us: "OFFSHOOTS!"

WE DID NOT "OFFSHOOT!" - THEY DID! PROOF THAT "THEY" ARE NOT "EQUAL!"

Christ said to the SCRIBES - PHARISEES - SADDUCEES of His time: "THE PUBLICANS and HARLOTS go into the Kingdom - BEFORE YOU!" Matt. 21:31. (Said the Prophet's angel): "pointing to those in the R&H (CHURCH) OFFICE: "Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall exceed the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the Scribes and Pharisees, ye shall IN NO CASE enter into the Kingdom of Heaven!" "A PROFESSION (FAITH ALONE!) is NOT ENOUGH!" "TESTIMONIES TO THE CHURCH" Vol. 3:193, 197.

EVERY MOTHER KNOWS -

If she has 2 Sons or 2 Daughters - they are NOT the same! They have entirely DIFFERENT NATURES - TEMPERAMENTS - DISPOSITIONS.

LET'S REDUCE THIS TO ITS EQUATION:

We know what "JUSTIFICATION" means. (Or do we?)
We know what "SANCTIFICATION" means. (Or do we?)
Both these Terms plays around the PERIMETER OF THE ACHIEVEMENT CALLED: "CHARACTER!" We cannot deal with this Subject without coming to:

"STEPS TO CHRIST!"

"JUSTIFICATION" IS (To Counter the Liberal Ministry that they call: "AN AWAKENING!") (Or the "NEW THEOLOGY!" - as OLD as the DEVIL!) "JUSTIFICATION" is
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merely a MOMENTARY PROMISE or PLEDGE or OATH or COVENANT with God - to STOP being a REBEL and START to LIVE by the GOLDEN RULE.

AND THEN WHAT - ???

And then you see "THE PATH CAST HIGH ABOVE THE EARTH!" and "FEW there be that FIND it!" And of the FEW that DO FIND it - all along that PATH (on their way to the Kingdom) they are FALLING OFF - BACK to the DARK and Wicked World below PSAL. 119:105; 23:3; 25:10. PROV. 4:18; 3:6. ISA. 58:12.

BACK TO THE WICKED WORLD BELOW.

The SMOKER goes to his WEED. The DRUNKARD goes BACK to his CUPS. (And the COMPANY!) You know this as well as we know it. So what is this THOUGHTLESS talk about being "EQUAL?"

THE BIBLE CALLS FOR "SEPARATION" FROM THE WORLD.

Is there no CREDIT for one that OVERCOMES self and the Devil - we are still "EQUAL?" The COMMUNIST and the TRADE-UNIONIST talk about the "BROTHERHOOD OF MAN!" As he empties his Machine-Gun into his "BROTHER!" And calls the "CHRISTIAN" a "HYPOCRITE!" He is not. I never hear of anyone having to stand in Line for "VODKA!" In Atheism only for "BREAD!"

EVERYONE IN THE WORLD - HATES AND DESPISES - a "HYPOCRITE!" The SHAM - the COUNTERFEIT - the FOUR-FLUSHER - the SHOW-OFF - the EGOTIST - the WAR-MONGER that talks "PEACE!" (At His Price.) Or the "WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES" that supplies ARMS for REVOLUTIONARY TERRORISTS Or Preach to be ACCLAIMED by a PERVERSE GENERATION. If they are "BROTHERS" - so is my Dog.

CHARACTER.

MAN/WOMAN or BOY/GIRL decides to behave and BUILD - FORM - DEVELOP a "CHARACTER." Put aside CHILDISH things and live RESPONSIBLY. Act grown-up. For one that makes it - one Hundred fail. Now we come to the End of the Road. "...for we shall ALL stand before the JUDGMENT SEAT of Christ...every knee shall bow... every tongue shall CONFESS...EVERY ONE OF US shall give account of HIMSELF to God." Romans 14:10-12.

OR AS REVELATION 21:27 PUTS IT:

"And there shall in no wise enter into it anything
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that **DEFILETH**, neither whatsoever worketh **ABOMINATION**, or **MAKETH a LIE**, but **THEY** which are **WRITTEN** in the Lamb's "**BOOK OF LIFE**!"

**AND ALSO REVELATION 22:12:**

"And, behold, I come quickly, and **MY REWARD** is with Me, to give **EVERY MAN** as his **WORK** shall be." (Let's see the Modern Ministry wiggle out of **THAT ONE**!)

**LOOKING AT THIS SCENE** -

the way it is - the way it **ought-to-be**! What chance does the Modern "**MEN-PLEASING**" Ministry stand - when **THEY** (the "**LIBERAL**" **MINISTRY**!) stand when "**THEY**" have to give an Account for **PROMISING** the Wicked - "**LIFE**!"
By a **WISH** ("**FAITH ALONE**!") and a **PRAYER** ("**NO WORKS**!")

"**FOR THE LEADERS OF THIS PEOPLE** - **CAUSE THEM TO ERR** - and they that are led of "**THEM**" **ARE DESTROYED**!" Isa. 9:16.

Ladies and Gentlemen - "**Brothers and Sisters**!" Consider the one who does the "**BEST**!" he can - and that Preacher comes along - "**ALL MEN ARE EQUAL**!"

**YOU KNOW WHAT THAT IS** - ???

**ANN DeMICHAEL** of "**THE NARROW PATH**" wrote - when a "**MOVEMENT**" called "**THE AWAKENING**" came from **AUSTRALIA** with "**WE HAVE NO **RIGHTEOUSNESS** OF OUR OWN - IT IS ALL WITHOUT!**"

"**VERILY** there is a **REWARD** for the **RIGHTEOUS**!"

Psa. 58:11.

"**He heareth the PRAYER of the RIGHTEOUS**!"

Prov. 15:29.

"**He that is RIGHTEOUS - let him be RIGHTEOUS still**!"

Rev. 22:11.

* * * * * * * *

**FORENSIC "RIGHTEOUSNESS!"** (not **REAL**!)

**THE SAME MYTHICAL ILLUSION** in a Book by **DR. EDWARD HOEHN, M.D. "RELATIVE" CHARACTER** - (Not **REAL** - only **COUNTED** so!) **RELATIVE "PERFECTION!"** (Wouldn't they like **THAT**!)

**THAT IS "ROMANISM!"**

That **PHILOSOPHY** leaves room for **HOLY NUNS** and **HOLY MONKS** gaining "**MERITS!**" for **YOU**! What a Crop of **WICKEDNESS** will come up! Does come up. Bring righteousness "**DOWN!**" [Insert Page 3]
ALL "EQUAL!" ON A LEVEL!
Every decent person should set his MIND and CONVICTIONS to the TRUTH that God "REWARDS!" good "WORKS!" Rev. 22:12.
John 9:4; 10:38; 14:11,12.

AND WHY NOT - ???
EVERY PARENT IS RIGHTLY PROUD of a Son or Daughter that ACHIEVES - WINS - also the TEACHER - COACH - INSTRUCTOR - ALL are justifiably PROUD - on GRADUATION DAY! WHY NOT SO WITH GOD AND WITH LIFE? The just PRIDE of ACHIEVEMENT!
WE WON THE RACE! WE WON THE CROWN!

GOD HIMSELF WILL THROW OPEN THE GATES OF HIS KINGDOM.

"MANY are CALLED - but FEW are CHOSEN!" Is that not the Way it ought to be? Here is where COLOR - RACE - RICH or POOR - does not matter. All have an "EQUAL" CHANCE to WIN the CROWN OF LIFE. "JOINT HEIRS WITH CHRIST!" Romans 8:17.

THE WICKED ARE NOT "EQUAL" WITH THE RIGHTEOUS!
The only "EQUALITY" is "IN CHRIST!" COLOR OR RACE - RICH OR POOR - DOES NOT MATTER! THE "EQUALITY" IS "WITH CHRIST!" THE TEST IS: "CHARACTER!" SOP 1:198, 200,297-8,306,365,377.

LET US RESOLVE - NOT TO BE "EQUAL!"

BUT TO RISE ABOVE THE "SCUM!" EZEKIEL 24:6,11,12; 22:18,30. EVERYONE ADMires A NOBLE CHARACTER. BUILD IT - !!! SHOW that you can DO IT - !!! WIN the RACE !

NO LONGER REMAIN "EQUAL!"
GET ABOVE THE "MOB!"
VANCE FERRELL OF "PILGRIM'S REST" =

Has put out what he calls "TRACT" WM 308. "THE MARIK CASE FROM 1987 to 1990." (ADDRESS: BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305.) In this TRACT WM 308 = and in all his TRACTS = he acts as PSEUDO LAWYER telling us what we SHOULD and SHOULD NOT DO = in relation to ALL ISSUES.

(1) Should we pay God's TITHE to DRAG OTHER BELIEVERS THROUGH THE COURTS = ???

(2) Should we ATTEND A CHURCH and LISTEN to a MINISTER that has NOTHING TO SAY about what VANCE FERRELL chooses to call: "THE MARIK CASE" = but which we would call the "THE RAMIK CASE." We DO NOT subscribe to MARIK = CORBETT = RAMIK = or FERRELL "BELIEFS" = we are only interested in the INDIVIDUAL'S "RIGHT" TO "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY." And we are told that he that does not SYMPATHIZE with the OPPRESSED = "as ye DO unto OTHERS = just SO will it be done to you again." If we do NOTHING to lend our Voice of Protest to help the INNOCENT = when our turn comes = the Lord will treat us in Kind = He will do NOTHING to help us = we will be "ON OUR OWN" = just the SAME as we treated our Brother Believer. We will be left HIGH and DRY and COLD and ALONE = as we left this OPPRESSED BROTHER.

THEREFORE there are certain ABSOLUTES:

(1) Since it has been THOROUGHLY ESTABLISHED that "TITHE" is used by the GENERAL CONFERENCE to pay for their prosecution of "THE MARIK CASE" = can any of us pay the "TITHE" to such a PHARISEE OBLIGATORY or call it (as the Bible and Testimonies do) "A CONFEDERACY OF EVIL." (REPEAT) SHOULD GOD'S TITHE GO TO A FUND THAT FEEDS THE OBJECTIVES OF "THE BEAST?" OR HIS "IMAGE?"
(2) VANCE FERRELL himself ADMITS that = HE DOES NOT BELIEVE IN THE LEGAL OR OTHERWISE ACTIONS OF THE "HOLY SEE IN WASHINGTON, D.C." = so why does he constantly RE-ITERATE that he (or JOHN MARIEK) "BELIEVE" the SAME as the ADVENTIST CHURCH = since he obviously DOES NOT = !!!

(3) To say that he believes "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" is a FAR CRY from saying that "THAT" is the "BELIEF" of this contemporary "ADVENTIST CHURCH" in the "OMEGA" of their "APOSTASY" = and are in fact the "COUNTERFIET" of GC 464. Which reference tells you a little MORE THAN THAT!

(4) Since no LIAR (it is very Plain in Rev. 21:27; 22:15) NO LIAR will make it into the Kingdom of Heaven = no more than a "DOG" = it says in these References = and since we are here raising the Question of the FATE of the "DUMB (TONGUE-TIED) DOGS" that act as "MINISTERS" for this ILLEGAL CULT OF USURPERS that call themselves "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" = or as the BIBLE PUTS IT: "WHO SAY they are "JEWS" but who LIE = and ARE NOT!" Rev. 3:9. = (ADDRESSED TO THE "PHILADELPHIAN" CHURCH = which VANCE FERRELL REPUDIATES!) So he is ready to be one of those who will right soon see they were on the WRONG TEAM and will so PUBLICALLY RECOGNIZE by coming and "BOWING" at the FEET of the PHILADELPHIAN "CHURCH" = not a "CONDITION" but a "CHURCH" = 1884 GC 268-9. GC 430. THIS REVOLVES AROUND THE QUESTION OF "THE MOST HOLY PLACE" 1844 SANCTUARY TRUTHS which this "CHURCH" has OFFICIALLY REPUDIATED in the GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION of 1970 and again in 1980. Does VANCE FERRELL SAY HE "BELIEVES THE SAME" AS THAT OUTFIT = ??? Or lead OTHERS to make that CLAIM = when he himself raises 44 OTHER ISSUES = not forgetting the "CELEBRATION CHURCHES" ISSUE? He will STILL call on others to STAY with the ROTTEN GARBAGE SCOW that they dare to call "SHIP!" (If you do not like the Word: "ROTTEN!" = we found that Word in describing the WHORE-HOUSE of the "HARLOT!" in T8:250 who will yet get enough HOMOS with "AIDS" until she "...shall ABHOR HERSELF!" T8:250 and on that page we find the Word: "ROTTEN!" We also find it in describing the Adventist "MINISTRY" in the "SEALING TIME" and WHY they will not make it = because they are so "ROTTEN!" = TM 446-7.) Then if we read the NEXT PAGE in each case - it tells us what to do about it! "REMEMBER LOT'S WIFE!" The Words of Christ in LUKE 17:32.
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ALL THROUGH THE HISTORY OF ISRAEL = whenever they made a PACT with another "NATION" = it did NOT strengthen them = it WEAKENED them = VANCE FERRELL seems to THINK = it will STRENGTHEN their POSITION to "MAKE A DEAL" with HOMOS - SDA LESBIANS and WHORES who resort to "ABORTIONS" - (they say some "ABORT" 2 or 3 times a Year =) and expect the GOVERNMENT should PAY for it = as they do in most of CANADA. When asked to make a COMPLETE BREAK with Sodomites = "LOT'S WIFE" SYMPATHIZED! Is VANCE FERRELL and MAX CORBETT ready to "TURN TO SALT?" (REPEAT!) ISRAEL only WEAKENED their CAUSE by making ALLIANCES with other (DENOMI-)NATIONS. IMAGINE appearing in COURT with a SWARM of ADVENTIST "HOMOS!" SR. WHITE would turn over in her Grave!

IT IS TIME TO DO AS PAUL DID =

APPEAL TO A HIGH COURT with DIFFERENT LAWYERS and do EXACTLY as VANCE FERRELL says NOT TO TO = ("THE MARIK CASE" = WM 308) = "NO ONE EVER SUES OUR CHURCH over a TRADEMARK ISSUE! NO ONE has done it in the PAST. (What a STUPID ARGUMENT! It did not come UP in the "PAST!") no one is doing it NOW, NO ONE will do it LATER." VANCE FERRELL in WM 308 = page 4, column 2.

THAT IS THE VERY THING THAT SHOULD BE DONE =

NEW LAWYERS = NEW COUNTER-SUIT = based on the ARGUMENT that these are NOT "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" that have taken over this DENOMINATION = they have NO LEGAL RIGHT TO HOLD OFFICE = in Short - we DO NOT believe the SAME as "THEY" do = and they should be IMPEACHED because they hold OFFICE under FALSE PRETENCES = (REPEAT!) THESE ARE NOT "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" and have NO RIGHT to the "NAME!" Let alone suing some one else on that Account! TITHE CAN BE USED IN THE CAUSE OF "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" Which is the GREAT ISSUE in the LAST DAYS. ELLEN WHITE SAW HUGE "COURT CASES!" and this will be the MEDIUM = to get the TRUTH to the MULTITUDES = HUGE COURT CASES! LOOK IT UP IN YOUR INDEX! Their going to COURT will BACK-FIRE! The PHARISEES did not ALWAYS get their way. LAWYERS and JUDGES can also DROP DEAD! As they FACE A HIGHER COURT! THAT is going to be OUR "PRAYER!" We DO NOT PRAY for APOSTATES in the "OMEGA" of their CONFEDERACIES = Did not the Lord promise = "ASSOCIATE yourselves, 0 ye people, and ye shall be BROKEN IN PIECES! ...for GOD is with US...SAY YE NOT, A "CONFEDERACY" to all them to whom this people shall say,...
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"A CONFEDERACY!" - neither FEAR ye "THEIR FEAR!" = nor be AFRAID, SANCTIFY the Lord of Hosts HIMSELF; and let HIM be your FEAR, and let HIM be your DREAD = And "HE" shall be for a SANCTUARY...And MANY" (TN 409) "MANY" among "THEM!" shall STUMBLE, and FALL, and be BROKEN, and be "SNARED!" (1884 GC 337 to 340. 4 pages they took OUT of your GC 518.) and be "SNARED" and be TAKEN. BIND UP THE "TESTIMONY" = SEAL THE LAW among my DISCIPLES...And when "THEY" shall say "SEEK UNTO (THE CHARISMATIC PENTECOSTAL "CELEBRATIONISTS") = ...To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY if they speak not according to THIS WORD" = it is BECAUSE there is NO LIGHT in "THEM!" Isa. 9 to 20. (TURN to the FRONT of your INDEX to see what the PROPHET HAD TO SAY ABOUT THIS = !!!!)

THE LAW SUIT =

(A) The "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" was LEGALLY ORGANIZED under a "CHARTER."
(B) The present Adventist Church LEADERS are NOT going by THAT "CHARTER!"
(C) THEREFORE they have NO RIGHT to the "NAME!" or "OFFICE!"
(D) THE VERY FACT OF GOING TO "LAW!" = DISQUALIFIES THEM! "I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS...but GOD was NOT in their COMPANY..."go ye to inquire of "BAAL-ZEBUB" the god of "EKRON?" T8:69.
(E) They are NOT "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" since they DO NOT CONFORM to the "RELIGION" of "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" as expressed in the ORIGINAL "CHARTER!" They are the "COUNTERFEIT" of GC 464. They have NO RIGHT = to the "NAME!"
(F) Let alone SUING anyone else for USING the "NAME!" To which they have "NO RIGHT!"
(G) They are NOT "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" in "GOOD!" or any other "STANDING!"
(H) They are USURPERS = FRAUDS = IMPOSTERS = they should be "IMPEACHED!" and "JAILED!"
(I) Who will START such ACTION = ??? NEW LAWYERS. NEW CHARGE.
(J) Let us START a "COUNTER-SUIT FUND" = !!!!
freely indulged by some, under the Cloak of SANCTIFICATION. The doctrine of spiritual FREE-LOVE..."in the latter times some shall depart from the Faith, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS, and DOCTRINES of DEVILS." SM 2:26. 1904.

WHITE OF THE VAULTS - "WAGGONER began to espouse and promulgate views of SPIRITUAL AFFINITY - that is, that one not rightfully a marriage partner here might be one in the life to come, and this allows a present SPIRITUAL UNION. This was to lead to his downfall. He came to the 1901 General Conference Session "ENTHUSED with what" he "SUPPOSED to be precious spiritual LIGHT" (Letter 224, 1908). ELLEN WHITE was shown that, instead, the views he was then espousing were "dangerous, misleading FABLES," similar to the FANATICISM she had been called to meet following 1844. Of this she later wrote: "Dr. Waggoner was then departing from the Faith...to give heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS, doctrines of SATANIC ORIGIN."

SPIRITUAL WIVES - we should note that "GOD" in everyone is the Basis of the HIPPIE RELIGION - EASTERN PHILOSOPHY now sweeping America. Gaining ground everywhere along with its Sister Animism - WITCHCRAFT-MAGIC-PSYCHEDELIC DRUGS to give them a new "HIGH" - Adventists have it all! RH Nov. 17, 1977(9).

AWAKENING WAGGONER PANTHEISM - "PANTHEISM...false ideas in regard to God. Light was given me that these men were making the Truth of no effect by their ideas, some of which led to FREE-LOVISM...SEEDUCING SOULS... Among other views, they held that those once sanctified could not sin, and this they were presenting as gospel food...they were gaining a SPIRITUALISTIC POWER over those who could not see the EVIL of these beautifully clothed THEORIES...The doctrine that all were Holy...(FRED WRIGHT PANTHEISM) - an IMPERSONAL GOD diffused through NATURE, and the doctrine of HOLY FLESH. IN-THE-FUTURE-TRUTH-WILL-BE-COUNTERFEITED by the precepts of men. DECEPTIVE THEORIES will be presented as safe doctrines. FALSE SCIENCE is one of the agencies that Satan used in the Heavenly Courts, and used by him today...I beseech those who are laboring for God NOT to accept the SPURIOUS (RED HERRING!) for
the GENUINE... The theory that God is an ESSENCE pervading ALL NATURE, is one of Satan's most subtle devices... PANTHEISTIC THEORIES... DARKNESS is their element, SENSUALITY their sphere. They gratify the NATURAL HEART, and give LICENSE to INCLINATION. SEPARATION from God is the RESULT of accepting them..." Ev. 600-1. 1904.

"I have seen the results of these fanciful views of God, in APOSTASY—SPIRITUALISM, and FREE—LOVISM. The FREE—LOVE tendency of these teachings was so concealed that at first it was difficult to make plain its REAL CHARACTER. Until the Lord presented it to me, I knew not what to call it, but I was instructed to call it UNHOLY SPIRITUAL LOVE." Ev. 602. T8:291-2. 1904. "The SOPHISTRIES regarding God and NATURE that are FLOODING the WORLD... are the inspiration of the FALLEN FOE." T8:292. 1904.

BROTHER A.T. JONES — "...you repeated several times that WORKS amounted to NOTHING, that there were NO CONDITIONS... I know minds would be CONFUSED... THERE-ARE—CONDITIONS to our receiving JUSTIFICATION and SANCTIFICATION." SM 1:377.

THE MOST DRAMATIC DIVINE PREDICTION - ever given to EGW - as applying to our Day - and DENIED IN TOTAL by the leaderSHIP - never mentioned from the Pulpit - or they would be FIRED on the SPOT!

MANY TIMES WHITE OF THE VAULTS - has replied to the Question: DID SR. WHITE EVER SAY IF ANOTHER PROPHET OR NEW MOVEMENT WOULD COME? and he has always said he has searched all through her Writings - and there is no such TESTIMONY!

ALTHOUGH OLD FROOM - denies that she ever made any DIVINE "PREDICTIONS" - using 13 pages to prove that in his book - then 13 more! Yet he does allow her ONE PREDICTION - the MOST-IMPORTANT-OF-ALL - the one she NEVER MADE! That she "INvariably" (without Shadow of turning) - said the leaderSHIP is going thru! (Too bad he could never find the Reference!) That is the way the JEWS also read the Bible! FINDING only what they WANTED to FIND! WHAT ABOUT:
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[2] That this would have to be: "MET!" "MEET IT!" SM 1:205.


[4] That: ...in the hour of greatest peril, the God of Elijah will raise up...MEN of God's appointment (to) DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187.

[5] If THAT is not a NEW MOVEMENT - what is it? "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" and it is the DEVIL (and the Church Leaders) - that will seek to: "PREVENT IT!" GC 464.

[6] All the Old FROOMS and ANDERSONS and HOUTEFFS and ROGERS and FRIENDS and GROTHEERS and BRINSMeadiums - look for 144,000 Adventists to be SEALED and go out and bring in a MULTITUDE that would set this Church on the Peak of the Pinnacle - BUT - the Prophet wrote:

"THE ENEMY OF SOULS has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION that a GREAT REFORMATION was to take place among Seventh-day Adventists..." SM 1:204.

[7] It is the DEVIL that gives them that idea! When the Truth is: "ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN is soon to be realized - THE GREAT APOSTASY, which is developing (1905) and INCREASING and waxing STRONGER, and will CONTINUE to do so until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a Shout!" Series B7:56-7. Series B:202. RH A5:263. LS 431. 76:407. Ev. 363. RH A5:110. COL 424. PK 717.

[8] Just how SERIOUS is this? If people are going to throw their Eternal Hopes into this Holy City - and then what if: "In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Adventist Church IS TO BE WEIGHED." (Well! Well! Well! I thought old FROOM had WEIGHED it! But what if:)
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"SHE WILL BE JUDGED... (and IF she FAILS) - on her will be PRONOUNCED the SENTENCE: "FOUND WANTING!"
T8:247. 1903.

[9] Now JUST WHERE do these old FROOMS find all that SURETY that they dish out each Sabbath - all that PREDESTINATION, all that INFALLIBILITY - ???

[10] We do not find it HARD to find these References - our DIFFICULTY is to LEAVE OUT 100 for every ONE we quote:
"The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM stands as a SOLEMN WARNING before the eyes of MODERN ISRAEL, that the CORRECTIONS given through His chosen instrumental- ities cannot be DISREGARDED with IMPUNITY."

[11] Perhaps some old FROOM will tell you EVERY WEEK - that HE is the "CHOSEN INSTRUMENTALITY!" Then what about this: "In the last solemn work FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged...HE-CANNOT-USE-THEM!"
T5:80.

"The Lord has faithful servants, who in the SHAKING, TESTING TIME will be disclosed to view. There are PRECIOUS ONES (at the Head of the Revivals?) PRECIOUS ONES NOW HIDDEN...THEY ARE THERE...The most WEAK and HESITATING in the Church will be AS DAVID..." T5:80-1. (Now we need to study - just how was "DAVID?" - there was KING SAUL FROOM - but the Lord anointed DAVID - IN SECRET - !!!!)

[12] And as for the FROOMS: "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...
Let the son of Deceit and False Witness be enter- tained BY A CHURCH that has had great LIGHT... and THAT CHURCH will DISCARD the MESSAGE the Lord has sent...

"...and receive the MOST UNREASONABLE and FALSE SUPPO-
SITIONS and FALSE THEORIES. Satan laughs at their
FOLLY: for he knows what TRUTH is. MANY shall stand...

MANY WHAT - ??? MANY SUCH UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS - !!!

WILL STAND WHERE - ??? Do you - ADVENTIST! Do YOU
believe this - ??? We base our Souls on the TRUTH of
THIS:

"MANY (unconsecrated ministers) will stand IN-OUR-
PULPITS with the Torch of False Prophecy in their
hands, kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan...SOUND
AN ALARM!

"...SATAN has laid EVERY MEASURE POSSIBLE that NOTHING
shall come among us as a people to REPROVE and RE-
BUKE us, and exhort us to PUT AWAY OUR ERRORS. But-
there-is—a-people-who-will-bear-the-Ark-of-God ...THEY
will show the people their TRANSGRESSIONS, and the
House of Jacob their SINS." TM 409-411. (According
to the FROOMS the UNPARDONABLE SIN - to show the Ad-
ventist ANYTHING! But according to this and other
Testimonies - it is the UNPARDONABLE SIN - to refuse
to Hear and Obey! Hence the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO
the Laodiceans - and not FROM them!)

THEY ARE NOT FIT TO GIVE A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO ANY-
ONE! GO AHEAD! THROW THIS PAPER DOWN! That will not
change ANYTHING!

BUILDING WITH NO FOUNDATION - you need to study these
papers again and again - FIRST THING IN THE MORNING
when your mind is fresh is the best time - these
papers were not written for Novices. We cannot HAMMER
a point home like the FROOMS do when they can write
700 pages! and Repeat and Repeat and Repeat - like
KD+A did. PP 404.

(NO! I better print it:) "By persistently REITER-
ATING FALSEHOOD, and that against all evidence, they
AT LAST come to BELIEVE it to be TRUTH...It was this

---

**YOUR SOUL IS IN THE BALANCE - NOW PAY CLOSE ATTENTION:**

We pointed you to the **OMEGA** - we showed you where to find the **ERRORS** they would foist on you - however we cannot cover them all here. Keep on the List as we take up one after the other - but here is the **COLLECTIVE RESULT** of their **ABOMINATIONS**:

---

**MATCH what they TEACH - with EGW** -

**HMSR (RICHARDS) - (FROM) coming to the End of his Book - having very CUNNINGLY paved the way for his Knock-out **PUNCH.** If HMSR says it - it MUST be GOOD! So we will show what HMSR says - and then we will give our **KNOCK-OUT PUNCH** - as we meet it - and **YOU** be the **JUDGE!**

(I say this - realizing that this is the **MAIN ERROR** the lea**d**e**r**SHIP have been foisting on this people - it is the **MAIN ERROR** of **PAXTON-BRINSMED** - and right here is where you got it - **UNLOADED** right at your Door - Courtesy of **FROM** and the General Conference of SDA - this is it -)

**HMSR (RICHARDS) - **"WAGGONER'S 'CHRIST AND HIS RIGHT-EOUSNESS' (1890)...This I read with GREAT JOY...It helped confirm my Faith...faith ONLY, plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING...The DIFFERENCE, of course, between **JUSTIFICATION by FAITH** and **JUSTIFICATION by WORKS** is so great that the establishment of the ONE means the **OVERTHROW** of the OTHER. **WE-CANNOT-HAVE-BOTH.**" P.619. (FROM'S MD) 1971.

---

**ALRIGHT** - you have a good look at that - see if you want **THAT** for your Religion. Because we are here to tell you - according to the **Third Angel's Message** - **THAT THING SHOWN ABOVE** - is **100% BABYLON!** It is the - 39 -
MAIN DOCTRINE - of PAXTON-BRINSMEAD engineered by FROOM by MILLIONS of $'s via Church and Awakening. They-seem-to-know-nothing-else! REAMS and REAMS to put up this PAPER CURTAIN.

EGW REPLY - "Many at the present day say, "Believe, ONLY believe, and live." FAITH and WORKS go together, BELIEVING and DOING are BLENDED!" SM 1:373.

BUILDING WITH NO FOUNDATION - we showed from 1888 Battle Creek Steam Press - LS 208. CHANGED and WATERED-DOWN in your Book - LS 80. Elder Bennett's - "All we have to DO is BELIEVE!" Bro. and Sr. White had a running Battle with that thing - from FIRST to LAST!

We are Safe in saying to refute that Doctrine of Satan in Heaven - there are over 1,000 References!

It is the major Drive of WAGGONER-FROOM-HEPPENSTALL- BRINSMEAD-PAXTON-FORD-LaRONDELLE-BUNCH-WATTS-ANDERSON-

"Your theory of FAITH must have a FOUNDATION; it is as EMPTY as a flour-barrel with both heads out." 1888 LS 208.

THE WOMAN THAT MADE - no Divine Predictions (according to Father Sabbastian FROOM!) - made quite a one here:

They would PULL OUT the PILLARS from the PLATFORM - they would FLOOD the CHURCH and the WORLD with all these FROOM-MAXWELL "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" that would constitute this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" (SM 1:204) that we are not to "JOIN!" (SM 2:390) for that would mean APOSTASY form the TRUTH -

"NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of this NEW MOVEMENT...but God being removed, they would place thier dependence on HUMAN POWER (Billy Graham Hordes in Key '73) - HUMAN POWER, which, without God, is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure." SM 1:205. 1904.
This, of course - was describing the OMEGA - and likened to a COLD, DIRECTIONLESS "ICEBERG" driven by every WIND of DOCTRINE - and the LITTLE SHIP OF TRUTH "MEETS IT!!" HEAD-ON and FULL STEAM - in the MIDNIGHT HOUR (MIDNIGHT CRY.) Send for Series #4 of "TEN VIRGIN PARABLE" from Ann DeMichael, 2924 Penny Lane, Youngstown, OH 44515.*

STORM and TEMPEST - as a Detective following every clue - go to GC 606-8. See just WHO gives the LOUD CRY and HOW! And see what happens to the grand leader -SHIP that were going to see us through! THE ORIGINAL BOOK - SOP 4:426 - revealed they would "JOIN" the other Churches out of FEAR! "...and take REFUGE under the banner of the powers of DARKNESS. By UNITING with the WORLD..." SOP 4:426.

So we see how the POLICIES of FROOM sucked us in to this Mess. These FROOM-ANDERSONS - so very BRAVE as long as the Red Carpet of welcome is rolled out for them wherever they may go - but the STORM CLOUDS are GATHERING that will CHANGE this picture -

"Soon God's people will be TESTED by FIERY TRIALS, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who now APPEAR to be GENUINE and TRUE will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPOSERS...when the MAJORITY FORSAKE US...this will be our TEST." T5:136.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - people all around the World say - HOEHN is RIGHT in Doctrine - but he has the WRONG SPIRIT! Now you know - THAT is no excuse at all! If YOU have the RIGHT SPIRIT - and now you know the RIGHT DOCTRINE - YOUR duty is very clear - YOU write it in

* Please note that the new address at the time of reprinting this paper is:

ANNE DeMICHAEL-HOEHN
THE NARROW PATH PUBLISHERS
1926 Highway 21 North
Halo, WA 99150-9703
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the "RIGHT SPIRIT!" And PRESTO! We have it! Not only that - but we will even do the printing - FOR YOU! So you are home free! Now get out your pen and go to work...! Pardon me! RICHARDS does not ALLOW any "WORKS!" Let's go back and see - !!!

HMSR (RICHARDS) - "WAGGONER...I read with great JOY! faith ONLY, plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING...The DIFFERENCE, of course - between JUSTIFICATION by FAITH and JUSTIFICATION by WORKS is so great that the estab- lishment of the ONE means the OVERTHROW of the OTHER. We-cannot-have-BOTH!" "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" - p.619. 1971.

(Just what do these people mean by this?)

RDB (BRINSMEAD) - (SNEERING) - "If this experience was transposed to our day, it would be simple enough to imagine the following conversation between Abram and Sarai: "You know, Abram, while God makes the promise, we must do our part. When we work, God will work"... (See AA 482-! RH A5:415,362 and 100 others!)

(BRINSMEAD SNEERING) - "...Yes, Sarai, maybe God has been waiting for us to use our initiative, and if we play our part and step out in Faith(?), God will bless our efforts. If we do our part, God will do His, Faith without Works is dead...so God expects us to set to work to demonstrate our Faith. It is like ROWING A BOAT - one Oar is FAITH, the other is our WORKS. So let us be up and doing." (Sneer-sneer-sneer.)

"This-is-how-righteousness-by-faith is still being PASSED OFF by many who are perfectly satisfied that they know what righteousness by faith is. BUT-IT-IS-ALL-A-COUNTERFEIT-AND-A-DECEPTION. What work does God require of us, but to "cease from our own works?" p.24-5. "GOD'S ETERNAL PURPOSE" - 1959. (The Delphic Oracle Hypothesis that HUDSON thought was so WONDERFUL they should FLOOD the Adventist World with it - all derived from FORNICATING WAGGONER! Froom standing in the background making SURE not one Adventist Minister would say them Nay.)
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HE THAT SNEERS LAST - SNEERS BEST! - (EGW) - "The DOING of God's will is essential if we would have an increased KNOWLEDGE of Him: Let us not be DECEIVED by the oft-repeated assertion, "All you have to DO is BELIEVE." FAITH and WORKS are two Oars which we must use EQUALLY if we press our way up the stream against the current of UNBELIEF...FAITH, if it hath not WORKS, is DEAD, being ALONE." R&H June 11, 1901. RH A4:309. "CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE" p.65.

"While God can be just, and yet JUSTIFY the sinner thru the merits of Christ, no man can COVER his soul with the garments of Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS while practicing known sin or neglecting known duties. God requires entire surrender of the heart BEFORE justifica-
cation-can-take-place, and in order for man to RETAIN justification, there must be continual OBEDIENCE, through active, living Faith, that WORKS by LOVE and PURIFIES the soul." R&H Nov. 4, 1890.

(Once again we say - the Choice is very Clear - do you want the Third Angel's Message - or do you want BABYLON?)

"When everything goes smoothly, they are borne along on the Wave; but when they need EARNESTLY and UN-
TIRINGLY to apply the OAR, and ROW against WIND and TIDE, there seems to be no energy in their Christian CHARACTER. They will not take the trouble to WORK, but lay down their OARS and contentedly let the current carry them DOWNSTREAM...It is only the faith-

FOUND WANTING - "God requires His people to CLEANSE themselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, PERFECTING HOLINESS in the fear of the Lord. All those who are INDIFFERENT and EXCUSE themselves from this WORK, WAITING for the Lord to do for them that which He requires them to do for themselves, will-be-found-WANTING..."

"I was shown that if God's people made NO EFFORTS on their part, but WAIT for the REFRESHING to come upon
them and remove their wrongs and correct their errors; IF-THEY-DEPEND-UPON-THAT to CLEANSE them from filthiness of the flesh and spirit, and fit them to engage in the Loud Cry of the Third Angel, THEY-WILL-BE-FOUND-WANTING." T1:619.

(In Barnyard English - according to THAT - and the next page - and 500 other references - THERE-SURE-WILL-BE-AN-AWFUL-LOT-OF-THEM-FOUND-WANTING - won't there - ???)

"You, my Brethren, fold your hands, and DRIFT into evil practices, and then WAIT for God to work a MIRACLE to CHANGE your CHARACTERS and COMPEL you to be pure and holy men. Will you EXPOSE yourselves WANTONLY to temptations that you may not be corrupted? Will you take the VIPER to your bosom, expecting God to put a SPELL upon it so it will not POISON you with its venomous sting? Will you drink POISON, expecting God to provide the ANTIDOTE?...If you FAIL of OVERCOMING, there are REASONS for this. Ye will not OBEY...ye will not PRAY: ye will not STRIVE; ye will not FIGHT..." TM 455.

REMEMBER THE NATIVE - who was converted by the popular Church Missionary - who was very put out when the native went BACK to his seven wives, his ferments and pipes, his voodooism and vices - the Minister asked him - WHY - ???

The Native replied - you say it is all by Faith ALONE! You tell us of the CURSE of WORKS and LAW! I do not want to be CURSED! So I am not TRYING anymore. Also, since WORKS do not count - I am not coming to Church anymore!

Surely a man would be CURSED - to pay Tithe to such Preachers of UNRIGHTEOUSNESS. I never cease to marvel at the MIND that wants to believe in HELL - and the SAME MIND has invented the "NO-WORKS THEORY" that the WHITES had to contend with in the early days of their Ministry. Why is there NOT ONE Writer that will stand up for the TRUTH? If you know of ONE - write and tell
me who it is. Better yet, send a transcript of his Testimony.

DO YOU KNOW WHY - we are not completely BURIED? Because we believe it will be: AS-IT-WAS-IN-THE-DAYS-OF-NOAH! Surrounded by MOCKERS EVERYWHERE! What is the GREATEST DELUSION OF ALL? Is it not the very fact that they GLORY that the MAJORITY - are on THEIR SIDE! A RETREAT from RESPONSIBILITY! Hiding in the Shadow of a Crowd. The Testimonies do not thus Honor them - they choose to term them: "A SENSELESS MOB!" "STUPID!" "Should we be STUPID and CARELESS?" EW 113. "...plainly show that they have NO UNDERSTANDING of the Truth, and KNOW NONE of its effects...I saw that the REMNANT were NOT PREPARED for what is COMING upon the Earth. STUPIDITY, like LETHARGY, seemed to hang upon the minds of MOST OF THOSE WHO PROFESS TO BELIEVE that we are having the Last Message." EW 119. "...in a STUPID STATE, as if ASLEEP." 247.

WHAT IS THE MOST STUPID MESSAGE OF ALL - ??? I happen to have 2 Copies of a very Rare Book. "FACTS FOR THE TIMES" "VALUABLE HISTORICAL EXTRACTS" - Third Edition, enlarged and brought down to 1885. R&H. Battle Creek. One Thousand Separate Historical Statements. Setting forth the belief of Adventists - 1885. We have quoted from this book at various times. COMPARING it with what Adventists CLAIM to believe NOW!

I like the "LANGUAGE!" of this book. Take for example under the title of: "THE WORLD'S CONVERSION - A FABLE." Who started the idea of 144,000 Adventists would go out and win "AN INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE THAT NO FROOM CAN NUMBER!" - ??? What does this book say about that FROOM-HOUTEFF-DANIELLS-GROTHEER-RADER-PESTES-BRINSMEAD-FRIEND and ENEMY doctrine? According to this book it is: "...a novel Doctrine, unknown to the Church for...1600 years!...

THE WORLD'S CONVERSION - FACT OR FABLE - ??? "So far as we (1885 Seventh-day Adventists) - have been able to investigate its history, it was FIRST ADVANCED by the Rev. Dr. Whitby, the commentator, and afterward advocated by HAMMOND-HOPKINS-SCOTT-DWIGHT-BOUGE - and others, and has been received without careful examination by the majority of evangelical divines of the
present day... A writer in the CHURCH ADVOCATE, Vol. 24, No. 16, says:—"However Dr. Whitby got up the NOTION of the World's conversion, I cannot tell. The ancient Church never believed it, and for HUNDREDS of years it was never preached."

"D.D. Buck, in his treatise on the "Avenging of the Elect," says — "The primitive Christian faith entirely discarded the Origenia and Romish faith that the World would be converted previous to the second Coming of Christ."

(1885 R&H Note:) — "We have the strongest presumptive evidence against the WHITBYAN theory; for if the preaching of the apostles and even of the Son of God himself, was REJECTED by the MAJORITY of all that heard them, it will be so to the End. NO GREATER POWER can be brought to bear upon the minds of men... THERE IS NO GROUND FOR HOPE that the whole World will be converted in the Last Day..."the love of many shall wax COLD." Matt. 12:24. "Evil men and seducers shall wax WORSE and WORSE, deceiving and being deceived." 2 Tim. 3:13. "When they shall say, PEACE & SAFETY; then SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon them." 1 Thess. 5:3...

CALVIN, on Matt. 24:30, says: "There is NO REASON why any person should expect the conversion of the World."

LUTHER, on John 10:11,16, says: "...This is a FALSEHOOD forged by SATAN, that he might DARKEN sound doctrine...BEWARE, therefore, of this DELUSION...

COTTON MATHER says: "They indulge themselves in a VAIN DREAM, not to say INSANE, who think, pray, and hope, CONTRARY to the whole sacred Scriptures and sound reason...these do err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the Kingdom of God." "FACTS FOR THE TIMES" - R&H. 1885. p.234-6.

THE FROOM-DANIELS-ANDERSON CONSORTIUM — with a retinue of False Priests whose major concern is not TRUTH — but a FOLLOWING — have led this people to hope for the "LATTER RAIN" to see an "INNOMERABLE MULTITUDE" bowing low before 144,000 Adventist feet. The World's Conversion.
40 years of FROOM - 1933-1973 - brought them to TRY IT! As the SHEPHERD'S ROD-AWAKENING tried it in 1959. Let us look at this thing - and study the ramifications of such a dream. Have they given up ALL the TESTIMONIES OF JESUS? It appears so.

THIS MOVEMENT - and this message began with the idea that the Latter Day Saints would be HUNTED - HOUNDED - driven OUT of Home and Country. Living in "ISOLATED PLACES" and finally having to flee right in the wilderness - DESERTS-MOUNTAINS-SWAMPS-CAVERNS-FOREST HIDE-OUTS. "Pray that your flight be not in the Winter or on the Sabbath Day."

UNDER THE MACHINATIONS OF FROOM - the subject of the "MARK OF THE BEAST" was VERBOTTEN! There arose a weak cry of protest - but when the 144,000 also became a VERBOTEN question mark - no protest at all was heard. The average Church member slumped over in fatalistic acceptance of the voice of his Master. "Rule, rule, has been their course of action...their human invention, originating with the specious devices of Satan, appears fair enough to the BLINDED eyes of men, because it is inherent in their NATURE. A lie, believed, practiced, becomes a TRUTH to THEM...they exalt themsleves as men of superior judgment, and they have stood as representatives of God. These are FALSE GODS...We are warned NOT to TRUST in man, nor to make flesh our arm. A CURSE is pronounced upon all who do this." TM 363-4, 367.

NOT ONE ADVENTIST WILL BE SEALED - !!! I promised Sr. Haworth that this will go around the World - that this can be proven in five sentences:

[1] There is a 10 Virgin Parable - RIGHT?
[2] This is a SHAKING-SEPARATION in the Church - RIGHT?
[3] The FOOLISH UNITE with the BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL HORDES - teaching "IN COMMON!" GC 445. IS THAT RIGHT?
[4] The word is there - "JOIN!" - the WISE JOIN a mysterious unheard-of "PROCESSION!" - IS THAT RIGHT? COL 406.
[5] If they "JOIN" those who give the MIDNIGHT CRY STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS - they "JOIN" the PROCESSION of COL 406 - are they still ADVEN-
FROOM HUMMING HAPPILY TO HIMSELF HURTING AGAINST A BRICK WALL - not all have woke up yet to what hit them in the crash of "MISSION-KEY '73"...considered UNSINKABLE - none watched the Pilot-Room of the leadership - like the BEATNIKS and CHARISMATICS - submerged their feelings on high-downers of perpetual bliss -

"When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the World, living as they live, and JOINING them in forbidden pleasure; when the luxury of the World becomes the luxury of the Church; when the marriage bells are chiming, and ALL are looking forward to many YEARS of Worldly prosperity, - then, SUDDENLY as the lightning flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 338-9. SOP 4:209-10.

LIKE THE JEWS - "Their long-cherished HOPES, based on a POPULAR DELUSION, were to be disappointed in a most painful and humiliating manner...The GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the object of their lives." DA 379,408.

"The Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS. THEY are saying, "PEACE & SAFETY!" Like the Priests and Teachers before the fall of JERUSALEM, they look for THE CHURCH to enjoy earthly PROSPERITY and GLORY. The SIGNS-OF-THE-TIMES they interpret as foreshadowing this. But what saith the Word of Inspiration? = "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION commeth upon THEM!" DA 635. (This TRUTH will lead the JUDASES to GIVE UP! DA 645.)

WHAT IS THE TRUTH - ??? - From a publication where it is said the author is "UNKNOWN" - "LAST DAY RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION" - ("THE FAITH" Jan.-Feb. 1978) -

"Our Saviour and the prophet Daniel both foretold of a terrible PERSECUTION to come in the LAST DAYS. One so terrible that 'its like has never been seen.' And which 'has to be shortened or all flesh would be killed.' Dan. 12:1. Matt. 24:22. Jeremiah called
this persecution "Jacob's Trouble,"...and will be started by a man professing to be a "man of peace." Dan. 8:23-25. And the MAJORITY of people will "follow his pernicious ways." 2 Peter 2:1-3. 2 Thess. 2:9-12. (Then, as do Adventists - make out this will be the PAPACY...so here we part Company.)

ADVENTISTS HAVE NEVER BEEN TOLD THE TRUTH - on this subject - because they do not understand the SEALING. Who will be the Saints - GREATEST ENemies - ?? The CATHOLICS? The UNITED NATIONS? The WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES? RUSSIA?

Christ had NO TROUBLE with the ROMANS (Government) until the SABBATARIAN CHURCH MADE IT! Here you see the FOOLISH VIRgINS selling out to the other Churches - and then - ???

"As the storm APPROACHES, a LARGE CLASS who have PRO- FESSED Faith in the Third Angel's Message, but have not been SANCTIFIED through OBEDIENCE (just went by RICHARDS!) to the Truth, ABANDON their position, and JOIN the RANKS of the OPPoSiTioN. (Ever see HMSR standing with Billy Babbling Graham as the best reason in the World why Adventists should shell out another $300,000.00 for such a DIVINE leadership?) By UNITING with the World and partaking of its spirit, they have come to view matters in nearly the SAME ("IN COMMON!") LIGHT; and when the TEST is brought, they are prepared to choose the EASY, POPULAR SIDE...THEY BECOME THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES...

WHO BECOMES THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES - THE CATHOLICS - ??

"They become the most bitter enemies of their FORMER BRETHREN...these APOSTATES are the most efficient agents of Satan to misrepresent and accuse them, and by false reports and insinuations to stir up the Rulers against them." GC 608.

We see from this that the long-time Adventist RED HERRING dragged over the trail - that "THE LAW!" was coming! Is not the threat at all! It is the ADVEN- TIST that is coming! You deny that - ???. Then perhaps you did not read what we just quoted - ???. Would you like to go back and have ANOTHER LOOK at it - ????
And this time - MARK your books. Your books are not read if they are not MARKED! And make a notation in the back so you can find it again.

This people have been SIDE-TRACKED by the LONGACRES - ever looking for some "CHANGE OF CALENDAR!" or "UNITED NATIONS!" or some other BOGY-MAN to disturb their slumber. There is not a hint in all the Writings of any such FOOLISHNESS. Only calculated to make the LONGACRES into GREAT HEROES that they "SAVED!" us from a fate worse than death. DID-YOU-EVER-HEAR-THE-TRUTH-OF-HIS-PETITION-TO-THE-U.S.A. CONGRESS? Thousands of signatures all across America? And why - SUDDENLY you heard no-more-about-it - ???

SOME THINGS ARE FINGERS - that will come in later - but

MOVE #(1) - an illegal Bond of Unity with the Enemies of the Faith. We have given several references that show that already. One is GC 608. (426).

MOVE #(2) - and as the "STORM APPROACHES" - they will go and UNITE FULLY! GC 608. T5:463.

MOVE #(3) - men of God's appointment will "DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187. This is the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" upon which the "DESTINY of the Church HANGS!" EW 270, 108, 259. T1:181.

(Like the Jewish Leadership of Old - this will only MADDEN them. If you know anything about Adventist LeaderSHIPS - you will know how they can "LOVE!" their Brother Billy's - but how they can "HATE!" - their own who have enough HONOR, and DECENCY, and MANHOOD, and WOMANHOOD, to TALK BACK to these PERVERTERS of the Doctrine! "My Message to you is: No longer consent to LISTEN without PROTEST to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196.)

GC 606 - shows how this "ELIJAH MESSAGE" will cause all to be: "UNMASKED!" GC 606. SOP 4:424.

GC 607 - shows how this will drive the Leaders up the Wall with RACE! And as this and carrying on into 608 - this is when THEY-GO-TO-LAW - !!!
THE DREAM OF ALL ADVENTISTS - and Reformers has always been when the "POWER!" is poured out - "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" will recognize that we are RIGHT - and come and SALAAM LOW before our 144,000 feet! It seems like NOTHING will burst that Bubble. But since we are NOT INTERESTED in the MAJORITY - nor in any "MULTITUDES!" - because the only "MULTITUDES" we know anything about are those on the WRONG SIDE!

"MEN...are NOT saved in MASSES, but as INDIVIDUALS...There is, indeed, a WIDER ROAD; but its END is DESTRUCTION. If you would climb the Path of spiritual life, you must constantly ascend; for it is an UPWARD WAY. You must go with the FEW, for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNWARD PATH." MB 36, 138. 1900.

---

MOVE #4 - The POWER attending the true people of God who give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans who really do Believe the only Message should be "FROM!" them, and not "TO!" them! "The POWER attending the Message will only HADDEN those who OPPOSE it." GC 607. "GREAT POWER was with these chosen ones...the WICKED...were all ASTIR...had AROUSED and ENRAGED them!" EW 272. T1:183.

MOVE #5 - Since this Message comes FIRST to the LAODICEANS who think they did so much by UNITING with the other Churches - they are first SEALED!

---

On one Side or the other. This partly explains their Actions. You go back and look again at the "SHAKING" - (SEALING!) Chapter. Upon which the "DESTINY OF THE CHURCH HANGS!" - and all it takes to be LOST - all it takes for the Angels of God to LEAVE!" them FOREVER! is to be CARELESS! (couldn't-care-less!) and INDIFFERENT! See that in EW 270. T1:180-1. The next Chapter is the "LAODICEAN CHURCH" Chapter. "THE ANGELS of God have the charge: "They are JOINED (to Billy Graham. Hell-Priest. GC 608.) to their IDOLS, let them alone," and they PASS ON to their work, LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." T1:187. "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH." - 51 -
We perhaps wonder why these Truths do not make an impression on their minds. Or why some who were with us SUDDENLY leave us? What if their NAMES came up and they are SEALED - on the WRONG SIDE - ??? They are then beyond Hope - beyond responsibility for their Actions. Do not make that BLUNDER! Rather look for them to do what it tells us right here - what they will DO - !!! GO-TO-LAW! No, the Catholics did not COME! The Adventists COME! They are FILLED with JEALOUSY and RAGE that we teach the Sabbath "...more fully. This ENRAGED-THE-CHURCH!" WTF 19.

THIS ENRAGED THE CHURCH! WTF 19. See how they CHANGED that in EW 33.

"THIS ENRAGED THE CHURCH-(ES!) EW 33. (NO "CHANGES!"
VANCE FERRELL - we cannot show "ONE!")

"THIS ENRAGED THE CHURCHES AND NOMINAL ADVENTISTS!"
(AS "WE" PROCLAIMED THE SABBATH MORE FULLY!" EW 33.)

HERE IS A LESSON - why we CANNOT just "SHOW!" the "CHANGES!" or give the REFERENCES - without COMMENTS. WITHOUT COMMENTS it would be a Work for "NOTHING!" And now that GROTHEER and WHEELING and OTHERS are getting on the BAND-WAGON to show the "CHANGES!" We are going to have a Bunch of NIT-WITS - as we have seen in the Past - especially the "YAHWEH" BUNCH - and many OTHERS who have bit the DUST since then - who will make a great CLATTER while NOT KNOWING what they are talking about. It is like HANDING the BIBLE to some naked SAVAGE in the JUNGLES of BORNEO - and telling him "HERE IS THE TRUTH!" "READ IT!!" If he does not know which End of the BOOK IS "UP!" That's why CHRIST COMMISSIONED HIS DISCIPLES TO "GO AND TEACH!" HANDING a "REFERENCE" (COLD AND ALONE!) to some one would do almost NO-GOOD-AT-ALL!

BECAUSE IN THIS CASE THEY NEED TO KNOW 2 THINGS:

(1) THIS SAME REFERENCE SAYS - this is "AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" EW 33. Would that help any - to point THAT out - ??? Not to one who is CATEGORIZED as "BLIND!"

(2) So we go by the SAME BOOK and in the SAME TIME - why the "ADVENTISTS will be so "MAD!" Because at
this "TIME!" they have SO LONG sought "UNITY!" with the PENTECOSTALS - ROMANISTS - PSYCHOLOGISTS - MESMERISTS - HYPNOTISTS - "NEW AGE!" - WCC - NCC - "NEW WORLD ORDER!" - MASON'S - JEWS - MORMONS - everybody and his Dog ("DOGS that will not BARK!" ) - and the WORD is there - they "JOIN!" the other SIDE! (GC 608 and 20 MORE!) So since they PSYCHOLOGIZED themselves into an ECUMENICAL CORNER - the LAST thing they will WANT - is for SOMEONE to "PROCLAIM THE SABBATH MORE FULLY!" This would SURELY get their DANDER UP as they get KILLING MAD at these "IMPOSTERS!" who have NO BUSINESS "EXPOSING" OUR FOLLY! It took FROOM our great "PSYCHOLOGIST" - 40 YEARS of FROOM - to bring us in LINE ("IN COMMON!" GC 445) with the OTHER CHURCHES. (RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.18.) "IN COMMON!" with the WCC - NCC - ("IT is NO SIN to belong to the WCC!" - WILSON.) and now to have these HATED "TROUBLE-MAKING "OFF-SHOOTS!" EXPOSE us before the WHOLE CIVILIZED WORLD! If we could only WIPE THEM off the Face of the EARTH! "WHERE IS RAMIK?" Let us "RAMIK THROUGH!" the "DEATH DECREE!" MAGEN and SPAULDING 1 and 2.

BESIDES EW 33 WE NEED EW 37:

(HOWL, ADVENTIST! HOWL!) "The 144,000 TRIUMPHED!... Then I was shown a COMPANY who were HOWLING IN AGONY ...
...I asked WHO this COMPANY WERE? The ANGEL said, "These are they who have ONCE kept the SABBATH and have GIVEN IT UP!" (They give the "LOUD CRY?" or "A LOUD CRY?") "I hear them CRY with a LOUD VOICE...!"

(ALL THIS IN EW 33 and 37.) CONNECT THE TWO!

To understand this in the Year of our Lord - 1978 is much easier than even 10 years ago. FROOM worked frantically for 40 years to get this leaderSHIP to UNITE with EVANGELICALS and CATHOLICS in KEY '73.

At the request of his Satanic Majesty they FLOODED the World with that MAXWELL BOOK - over the two largest Telecast Programmes. NOTHING they ever do - is ever WRONG! They are still putting it out to this Day - and those who pay them $500.00 Tithe a Year - are JUST-AS-GUILTY as they are! If not more so. Because those OBSESSED with teaching ANYTHING to "WIN!" the World - are swept along with that UNBALANCED EAGER-BEAVER FANATICISM - propogating one "UPLIFTING"
programme after the other - gaged by what you want and accept - therefore you are guilty! They are only giving you what you will pay for -

"There are only two places in the world where we can deposit our treasures - in God's storehouse or in Satan's, and all that is not devoted to Christ's service is counted on Satan's side..." T6:448.

"Satan is playing the game of life for the souls of men. He is seeking to secure means, that he may bind it up... Shall we be ignorant of his devices? Shall we allow him to stupefy our senses?" T6:446.

"It is high time the members of our churches made decided efforts to sustain the men who are giving the last message of mercy to the world." T6:417.

(Are those who are cursing works - cursing law - cursing legalism - cursing effort - cursing character-building, uniting "in common" with the other churches - are they giving Rev. 18 - the last message - ???

(of separation?)

"The little remnant who love God and keep His commandments... satan... was willing that those who professed faith in Jesus should believe that the laws regulating the Jewish sacrifices and offerings ceased at the death of Christ, if-he-could-push-them-further - and make them believe that law of ten commandments also died with Christ...

"In this bold plan, Satan strikes directly against the foundation of God's government." EW 66:215.

(The omega plan to win the world - !!!!) "Their foundation would be built on the sand, and storm and tempest would sweep away the structure." SM 1:205. 1904.

"Their mouths will be closed while the plagues are falling, and the great lawgiver is requiring justice
of those who have had His Holy LAW in derision and have called it "A CURSE to man," "miserable," and "rickety." EW 66.

MISERABLE AND RICKETY PREACHERS - "There are fearful WOES for those who preach the Truth, but are not SANCTIFIED by it, and ALSO for those who consent to receive and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to MINISTER to them in word and doctrine. I am ALARMED for the people of God who PROFESS...In this fearful time, just before Christ is to come the second time, God's faithful preachers will have to bear a still more POINTED TESTIMONY than was borne by John the Baptist. A responsible, important work is before them; and those who speak SMOOTH THINGS, God will not acknowledge as His shepherds. A fearful WOE is upon them...

(THE RED HERRING) - "Satan...is too CUNNING to come openly, boldly...he comes in UNPERCEIVED, and works in DISGUISE through the children of DISOBEDIENCE who PROFESS... ...as he led the (Sabbath-keeping) JEWS in their BLINDNESS...The GREATER the LIGHT they reject, the GREATER will be the power of DECEPTION and DARKNESS which will come upon them...If they yield to the Enemy, and make NO EFFORT to RESIST him, then the Angels of God can do but little more...Jesus will not commission HOLY Angels to extricate those who make NO EFFORT to help themselves." T1:261-2,321,341,345.

"We cannot be HALF the Lord's and HALF the World's. We are NOT-GOD'S-PEOPLE unless we are such ENTIRELY... IN A TERRIBLE CRISIS...The SUPERFICIAL, CONSERVATIVE CLASS - (WEBSTER: those inclined to MAINTAIN and SUSTAIN existing Institutions and views - OPPOSED-TO-CHANGE! The PERFECT CHURCH-MEMBER!)

"And at that time the SUPERFICIAL, CONSERVATIVE CLASS, whose INFLUENCE has steadily retarded the progress of the (real!) WORK, will RENOUNCE the FAITH and take their stand with its avowed ENEMIES, toward whom their SYMPATHIES have LONG-BEEN-TENDING. These APOSTATES..." (we will then be) - perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE. (Was any of that what the FROMM-HEPPENSTALLS were Teaching us?) T5:83,463.
THE TRUTH ABOUT PERSECUTION - the Enemy infiltrates the Camp with: "LOVE and CHARITY!" - no LAW, no RESTRICTIONS, faith ALONE, only BELIEVE and the Blessing is yours! GC 471. "PEACE and SAFETY!" is the CRY from...THESE DUMB (SDA) DOGS that would not Bark...all perish together." T5:211.

(Yes! Why don't you? CHECK up on us and on ELLEN WHITE - MAKE SURE this is her Teaching - and see MUCH MORE than we have space to quote! CHECK IT! READ IT! And then what will you do - ??? As THOUSANDS of ADVENTISTS are now doing - clamoring to throw out - ELLEN G. WHITE - !!! They will not have - this Message!)

SO THEY GO OVER - to the LARSON-PANNENBERG-PAXTON-BILLY GRAHAM-FROOM-HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD popular BABYLON-WAGGONER side: "Faith ONLY - plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING!" The CURSE of WORKS!" The CURSE of the LAW!"

AND THEN WHAT - ??? The Record is there, very plain. The sequence of EVENTS in their ORDER! "THE BANNER OVER US IS LOVE!" - they had at the Seattle World's Fair as RICHARDS and ANDERSON crawled on the "HOLY ROLLER" Power-Pox Platform with BILLY GRAHAM and ORAL ROBERTS - 1962.

*****1955 - UNRUH-FROOM-ANDERSON went to BARNHOUSE-MARTIN-DE HANN and many OTHERS - seeking: "UNITY!"

*****1957 - that Froom "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" BOOK.

*****1959 - the SHEPHERD'S ROD FIASCO - if this was not ENGINEERED by FROOM - it may as well have been.

*****1958-60 - DAISY MEYERS-FRIEND-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT clustered around the SHEPHERD'S ROD date - PREDICTED the END of SDA Ministry if they did not heed THEM!

*****1962 - FRED WRIGHT - end of SDA Probation.


During this period - innumerable Shepherd's Rod splinter groups said the Last Rites over the Adventist Church.
EACH FAILURE elevated the FROOMS to the Pinnacle of Heros, victorious Lords of their own Destiny. EACH FAILURE put a Black Blot on all REFORM. Some think we have "NO RIGHT" to ATTACK these "Happy-go-Lucky" Squirrel-brained Imposters. I wonder why? Because they FELL for thier DOCTRINES?

*****1967 - in this Honor Roll - we should not forget GROTHEER, especially since at the Marie Ireland Meet- ings in Pennsylvania - 8 years later - in 1975 - he still thought he was RIGHT! The Door of Probation was CLOSED on the: "Corporate Body" of the SDA Church - 1967! And in the very next breath - 144,000 Advent- tists will be SEALED! And the hopes of DOUGLASS-PIER- SON 1974 BIBLE CONFERENCES - in which they hope to try the 1973 Stunt again - is RIGHT!

*****1973 - if FROOM engineered all these FALSE TIME- SETTING escapades - or not - it did one thing - they emerged as the INVINCIBLE-UNSINKABLE-INFALLIBLE - it PUFFED UP their Fleshly Minds so that they tried their Bit! '73.

*****1969 - they prepared the way for their "LATTER RAIN" by passing an Autumn Council Resolution to teach: "IN COMMON" with all Christianity! RH December 18, 1969. p.20. (As predicted GC 445 - to be followed by: "LAW")

*****1970 - that MAXWELL BOOK - denying everything the Adventists ever believed. Surprised that PAXTON did not pick this up as a MAJOR "ADVANCEMENT!!" 100% BABYLON!

*****1972 - the AWAKENING gave up their 15-year CHARADE - "NO CHARACTER-NATURE-CHANGE-TILL-CHRIST- MESSIAH-COMES!!"

*****1973 - all Set for the 3-Ring Circus - KEY '73!
WHAT DID ELLEN WHITE - list as the "LANDMARKS" of the Message? And, mind you - speaking of 1888! That some had got OFF the "FOUNDATION" or "PLATFORM." Did not know what the "PILLARS" were. CWE 29. Then she lists them:


"I can call to mind NOTHING MORE..." CWE 30.

THEN SHE TAKES AFTER - those who are led by Satan to deal with Side-Issues, obscure or unimportant Points - when after all their Investigations and Suppositions - serve only to make matters more obscure than before. Thus to UNSETTLE FAITH in the Old Landmarks. CWE 49. But some will be satisfied with "CHEAP FOOD" and to weaklings they will appear as Truths that make Wise, but it is only a "DYSPEPTIC" Religion. CWE 48.

A MAJOR WARNING - "In the future, deception of every kind...The Enemy will bring in false Theories, such as the Doctrine that there is NO SANCTUARY. This is one of the Points on which there will be a departing from the Faith...(or) FANCIFUL SUPPOSITIONS in regard to the Sanctuary...into something that suits the CARNAL MIND...the SANCTUARY QUESTION...SIDETRACKS...NO FOUNDATION." CWE 53-4. "Shall ANTICHRIST be respected?"

CWE 96.

NEVER - has there been such an onslaught by Satan - via the self-confessed: "AWAKENING" - against the Most Holy Place Sanctuary Truths. DENYING the SANCTUARY ENTIRELY by finding: "JUSTIFICATION" way OUT in the OUTER COURT! HUDSON brought this Deception to America via RDB and FTW - it was also DENIED in the GC Session by Leslie Hardinge. RH June 19, 1970. p.9,10.

THIS - is only one Phase of the DENIAL. The full Sanctuary teaching involves the JUDGMENT going on and CLIMAXING with the SEALING.
THIS IS NOW DENIED BY CHURCH AND AWAKENING. Paxton clearly establishes the sweeping denial of "PERFECTIONISM" (character-change) — throughout church and awakening. Character (Perfection) will be given as a gift — when Christ comes!

This was accepted in 1972 by RDB and FTW — and the leadership of the Church. It was foisted on the world via the two largest Telecast programmes with that Maxwell book. It is a complete flat denial of all the sanctuary-sealing truths! The denial that man can change his character by the grace of God and the Holy Spirit. It is a flat denial of 1,000 testimony references. See your index — !!!!

Going over to the world — trying to win them by the acre — by teaching the same as they do — "in common!" GC 445. And what follows that — ??? enforcement — !!!!

First — the law cannot be kept — which is the stab in the Adventist back to get him to drop the sabbath — because it is all by faith alone! So make no effort — build no character! Alright — once the devil gets you in that trap —

Second — (as clearly shown in GC 445) — they bring in their own brand of law and sabbath and legalism and works and obedience — !!!! do-they-leave-you-now-to-be justified-by-faith-alone — ??? no-no-no-no-no-no-no-!!!!!

This is the warning we want to bring you — before you sell your soul to the devil and the adventist leaders. This is the straight testimony to the laodiceans. Thank those who financed these months of work to bring this to your door. They bought the press, paid for the paper, ink, stamps, everything. Will you awake or will you sleep on? Dreaming of what you are going to do.

[1] We showed you what the landmark truths are.
[2] That the major attempt of Satan will be to deny the sanctuary truths. This Waggoner did in his "last confessional" found on his desk the day he died. Reprinted by the Hoehn research library.
ALL-WHO-FOLLOW-WAGGONER -

[3] Seem to lose their Love for the MOST HOLY PLACE MESSAGE.

[4] So what does Satan hand them - to SIDE-TRACK them - ???

*****1957 - the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book - FROOM and Company. (p.365) - denying the REALITY of the SANCTUARY. But it seems the ULTIMATE of what they term: "SCHOLARSHIP!" is the fine Art of DOUBLE-TALK! "WE-DO-NOT!" and "WE-DO!" Devastating in their logic. Do not realize there are Forces bigger than ourselves, playing with Facts places us where we drift into the Occult World of Mysticism and Dreams.

(p.381) - another way to deny the REALITY of the SANCTUARY - is to DENY that Christ obtains anything for us - He ministers for 2,000 years - "But it was NOT with the HOPE of obtaining something FOR us..." Here is where ANDREASEN came in. How many References did you find in your Books that he OBTAINS something - EVERYTHING! for us?

(p.383) - He was: "EXEMPT" from TEMPTATION! Andreason also lit into them for that. "He was NOT EXEMPT from Temptation." DA 71,24,118. Ed. 78. FROOM RALLIED HIS FORCES - to see just WHO would be SERVILE to the ESTABLISHMENT!

*****1971 - 40 years of FROOM - 1933 to MISSION-KEY '73 - fulfilled the SCHEMING of his CUNNING LIFE! NEVER in all recorded History - has there ever been a more devastating Programme of BRAIN-WASHING!
FIRST: No matter if it is a Meeting in SLIGO the largest Church in the Adventist World (at that time) - or if it is a Gathering of half a dozen in the Wilds of Borneo or British Columbia - if the name over the Door is: "ADVENTIST" - just as sure as Death and Taxes - if you Question anything in the FROOM-ENGINEERED: "SABBATH-SCHOOL LESSON" they would haul out the FROOM UNFALLING WEAPON - the RED HERRING slapped over your Teeth: "Yes, BUT!"

"YES, BUT WHAT - ???" "Yes, but DO-NOT-FIND-FAULT! Especially with the leadership! Sr. White SAID SO!" (So to frame this up real good - they LEFT OUT over 200 "CONDEMN" Statements out of that ODOM INDEX!) Thus all INCENTIVE was STIFLED! All INTELLIGENCE was MUZZLED! All INDIVIDUALITY was STRANGLED! All INVESTIGATION was GARROTED! All INQUIRY was SMOTHERED. All WISDOM was GAGGED! All KNOWLEDGE was MASSACRED! All INSPIRATION was SUCCOCATED! All RIGHTS were BASTILED! Leaving only the BLEACHED BONES of "POLICY!" Which is BAAL! INCOMPATIBLE with HONESTY! T4:605. MM 71.

SECOND: To make SURE you UNDERSTOOD them the first time around - they EXCOMMUNICATED the HERETICS that would DARE to swerve from the FROOM-LINE! According to their own figures YEARS AGO! in most Cities there were more EX-MEMBERS than MEMBERS in the Adventist Church! The BEST were OUT! The POOREST remained! This is ALWAYS the case in any SLAVE-STOCKADE! You think this PIERSON is such an AMIABLE CHARACTER? Under the PIERSON ADMINISTRATION they have LOST 1/4 (25%) - of the Old-Line MEMBERSHIP! 395,000 from GC Session 1970 to Vienna '75! (RH July 14, 1975. p.7. [811]).

THAT IS NOT THE QUESTION! The Question is - what sort of "I AM SAVED!" - "FAITH ALONE!" - RIFF-RAFF did they bring in to take their Place - ??? Perhaps you should have a good LOOK at them sometime! THE-BEST-ARE-OUT! Men and Women of CHARACTER do not submit to a STOCKADE! Nor bring them $500.00 a year to continue that FROOM-MOCKERY!
THE ADVENTIST WORLD - has been SPLIT by FROOM - over SIDE ISSUES not LISTED by EGW in "LANDMARK" "FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES" "WAYMARKS" - "FOUNDATION PILLARS" - CWE 30-2,49-54.

When the FROOM "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book came out - DENYING that Christ "OBTAINED" anything for us - even DENYING the REALITY of the SANCTUARY - likening it to DIRT!  p.365. ANDREASEN met it HEAD ON! Then OLSON-WHITE followed in "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" - 1966.

FROOM HAD HORN-SWOGGLED - this people into making a big Racket over: "INCARNATION" - the "NATURE" of Christ. Claiming this was the BIG ISSUE of 1888! OLSON-WHITE opened a Crack of the 1888 Docr - and revealed the BIG FIGHT was over "THE LAW OF GALATIANS!" (OLSON p.294. Sr. White refused to Answer till 12 Years later! SM 1:212,233,237,341. 23 Years later! AA 237,341,383,385.)

(A major issue of the 1888 Fight was over CHANGING THE BOOKS.)

THE DEVIL AND FROOM -- got together in "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION" - 1971. Where they opened up all Stops went into a MONOMANIAISM over two Side-Issue RED HERRINGS:

(1) - In the Book and in Meetings in such places as LLU - 24 Meetings in a Row - "BY FAITH ALONE!" (GC 471 listed as the Great COUNTERFEIT of the Devil!) FROOM'S ALTAR-BOY BRINSMEAD - is playing that ONE KEY-TUNE - the GREATEST BRAIN-WASHING MONOMANIAISM this World has ever seen - INVADING the OTHER CHURCHES with that onslaught! PURE-BONDED-IN-BABYLON HELL-PRIEST RUBBISH! No Wonder the "CHURCH" - will be "ENRAGED!" as we preach the SABBATH (LAW & WORKS!) more fully! WTF 19. See them "ENRAGED" and "GOING TO LAW!" GC 606-8. GOING TO THE CATHOLICS! Magen and Spaulding p.1,2.

(2) - INCARNATION! No matter if a DOZEN statements say this is a Subject that no human mind can ever COM-
PREHEND! Still they want to "KNOW IT ALL!" And is now splitting the Denomination in two! You can lay it all at the Door of FROOM! PAID to propogate it. PAID who knows how many MILLIONS of $'s for HELPERS to shuffle together that Book. PAID who will ever know how much in ROYALTIES - ??? We do not intend to take it up here. We took it up fully in "THE WAR IN ADVENTISM" - Publication #396. June 15, 1977.

Only SLAVES and WEAK-MINDED will consider that a PRIORITY! And consider the SANCTUARY-SEALING TRUTHS - NOTHING - !!!!

(WHITE-OF-THE-VAULTS-RELEASE - 1958) - "The Doctrine of the INCARNATION of Christ in human flesh is a MYSTERY!" SM 1:246. "...the two natures were MYSTERIOUSLY blended...a MYSTERY that will not be fully, completely understood...until the TRANSLATION." BC 5:1113. 1904. (See 1126-9.)

"We stand BAFFLED before an UNFATHOMABLE MYSTERY, that the human mind CANNOT COMPREHEND." BC 5:1130. 1896. (So what is all the clattering of human lips all about?)

BECAUSE FROOM = turned this into a political Foot-Ball and all Adventism waking up to what was Battled out in the DARK AGES - but wanting to Coast in on the EXCITEMENT - FRED WRIGHT (as usual) trying to get on the Gravy-Train wrote: "THE DESTINY OF A MOVEMENT" - 224 pages. But we will have to Examine that in another Publication. Receive it by keeping your Name on the List.
REV. 16:13 - is a 3-fold UNITY and "GATHERING" to ARMAGEDDON. This is the Lord of the Harvest ordering: "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES - for the BURNING!"

AT SUCH A TIME AS THIS - the Devil's Advocates will be Singing the Death-Dirge: "Let the TARES grow up WITH the WHEAT - until the Harvest!" Not knowing the GATHERING of the TARES into BUNDLES - is the Commencement of the: "HARVEST!" There is no GENUINE MOVEMENT IN SIGHT - when the GREAT "COUNTERFEIT" gathers its own into: "BUNDLES!" It is AFTER that - "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. (Which do we intend to "JOIN!")

"By UNITING with THE WORLD and partaking of its spirit, they have come to view matters in NEARLY-THE-SAME-("IN COMMON")-LIGHT; and when the TEST is brought - they are PREPARED to CHOOSE the EASY, POPULAR SIDE. They become the MOST-BITTER-ENEMIES of their former Brethren...these APOSTATES..." GC 608.

[4] CATHOLICS and JESUS FREAKS and UNWASHABLES united in the Fall of MISSION-KEY '73.

ADVENTISTS HAVE ALWAYS TALKED - of CALLING the other Churches to accept the Third Angel's Message! But this was NOT a Call by ADVENTISTS! Although they made it LOOK-LIKE-THAT in the pages of the R&H. But the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE gave an entirely different picture! This was a BILLY GRAHAM SHOW - PLANNED-WITH-FROOM-ANDERSON-SINCE- Berlin, Germany - 1966. THE-BIG PUSH.
QUESTION - was that the Third Angel's Message?

Was that Rev. 18? to come OUT of Her?

Where was YOUR MINISTER when they VOTED an Autumn Council Resolution to teach: "IN COMMON!" with all the other Churches? (GC 443-5.) RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.20.

Is he and BRINSMead - teaching MORE "IN COMMON!" - now than they ever have BEFORE - ??? Is it TIME NOW -

To JOIN the THIRD ANGEL to: "GATHER" the Wheat for the Heavenly Garner? What are the EVENTS in ORDER?

(A) 11th Hour men that no man (no Church!) would HIRE! These are NOT HIRELINGS! To just PREACH as they are PAID! They give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS! (B) Which is the MIDNIGHT CRY by a "PROCESSION" COL 406 who move on (C) to give the: "LOUD CRY!"

(Find out WHO they are and "JOIN!" them!)

NOTHING - is more Dangerous to the well-being of the Soul - than apostate Church-Leaders. Where are such to be found? "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...Let the Son of Deceit...be entertained by a Church...and THAT CHURCH will discard the Message the Lord has sent...MANY will stand IN-OUR-PULPITS!" TM 409.

HOW SHOULD WE REGARD - such a PREDICTION? With THANKFULNESS - even JOY - that we are not BLIND! Not left in DARKNESS? But we know who and what to WATCH FOR?

OR SHOULD WE PERHAPS - rush over to their Side - give them FALSE SYMPATHY and ply them with MORE TITHES and OFFERINGS ($500.00 a year!) - AID and ABETT them?

"There are FEARFUL WOES for those who Preach the Truth but are NOT SANCTIFIED by it, AND ALSO for those who CONSENT to RECEIVE and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to MINISTER TO THEM in word and Doctrine." T1:261-2.
[1] **QUESTION** - was that the Third Angel's Message?
[2] Was that Rev. 18? to come OUT of Her?
[4] Is he and **BRINSMED** - teaching MORE "**IN COMMON!**" - now than they ever have BEFORE - ??? Is it **TIME NOW** -
[5] To **JOIN** the **THIRD ANGEL** to: "**GATHER**" the Wheat for the Heavenly Garner? What are the **EVENTS in ORDER**?

(A) 11th Hour men that no man (no Church!) would **HIRE!** These are **NOT HIRELINGS!** To just **PREACH** as they are **PAID!** They give the **STRAIGHT TESTIMONY** to the **LAODICEANS!** (B) Which is the **MIDNIGHT CRY** by a "**PROCESSION**" COL 406 who move on (C) to give the: "**LOUD CRY!**"

(Find out WHO they are and "**JOIN!**" them!)

**NOTHING** - is more Dangerous to the well-being of the Soul - than apostate Church-Leaders. Where are such to be found? "**UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...**Let the Son of Deceit...be entertained by a Church...and **THAT CHURCH** will discard the Message the Lord has sent...**MANY** will stand **IN-OUR-PULPITS!**" TM 409.

**HOW SHOULD WE REGARD** - such a PREDICTION? With THANKFULNESS - even JOY - that we are not **BLIND!** Not left in **DARKNESS**? But we know who and what to **WATCH FOR**?

**OR SHOULD WE PERHAPS** - rush over to their Side - give them **FALSE SYMPATHY** and ply them with **MORE TITHES and OFFERINGS ($500.00 a year!)** - **AID and ABET** them?

"There are **FEARFUL WOES** for those who Preach the Truth but are **NOT SANCTIFIED** by it, **AND ALSO** for those who **CONSENT to RECEIVE and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to MINISTER TO THEM** in word and Doctrine." T1:261-2.
[1] QUESTION - was that the Third Angel's Message?
[2] Was that Rev. 18? to come OUT of Her?
[4] Is he and BRINSMEAD - teaching MORE "IN COMMON!" - now than they ever have BEFORE - ??? Is it TIME NOW -
[5] To JOIN the THIRD ANGEL to: "GATHER" the Wheat for the Heavenly Garner? What are the EVENTS in ORDER?

(A) 11th Hour men that no man (no Church!) would HIRE! These are NOT HIRED LINGS! To just PREACH as they are PAID! They give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS! (B) Which is the MIDNIGHT CRY by a "PROCESSION" COL 406 who move on (C) to give the: "LOUD CRY!"

(Find out WHO they are and "JOIN!" them!)

NOTHING - is more Dangerous to the well-being of the Soul - than apostate Church-Leaders. Where are such to be found? "UNSACTIFIED MINISTERS...Let the Son of Deceit...be entertained by a Church...and THAT CHURCH will discard the Message the Lord has sent...MANY will stand IN-OUR-PULPITS!" TM 409.

HOW SHOULD WE REGARD - such a PREDICTION? With THANKFULNESS - even JOY - that we are not BLIND! Not left in DARKNESS? But we know who and what to WATCH FOR?

OR SHOULD WE PERHAPS - rush over to their Side - give them FALSE SYMPATHY and ply them with MORE TITHES and OFFERINGS ($500.00 a year!) - AID and ABETT them?

"There are FEARFUL WOES for those who Preach the Truth but are NOT SANCTIFIED by it, AND ALSO for those who CONSENT to RECEIVE and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to MINISTER TO THEM in word and Doctrine." T1:261-2.  
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OR SHOULD WE SUPPORT - "BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE-DENOUNCE-DENOUNCE the UNION of the Church with World." PK 187.

IT SEEMS EVERY WRITER - now-a-Days states at the outset that he DOES-NOT-BELIEVE in DENOUNCING-FINDING FAULT-CRITICIZING-or-CONDEMNING! Then, immediately after SAYING that and placing himself in that BIND - in the next Breath takes off and launches into a Program of FAULT-FINDING, CONDEMNATION, et al.

PERHAPS NO ONE TOLD THEM ABOUT - "THE-FRIEND-OF-GOD!"
"Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which God CONDEMNS!" T4:615. (And 200 MORE!) PK 37.

(But not found in that ODOM FAKEROO INDEX!) T5:592.

THAT PAXTON BOOK PROVES - that the Adventist Leaders are now caught in the Bind of what we knew LONG AGO - (but FINALLY admitted by an OUTSIDER who studied them more than any-one.) p.120,127. (That they now teach BOTH WAYS! BABYLON way and TESTIMONY way! Which way do you want is the Question the World is now asking!)

ADVENTISTS - have grandly been able to IGNORE the differences of the Past - but this has gone too far and too deep. THE ONLY QUESTION LEFT - which FACTION will you JOIN? PAXTON says a Vote taken in the SEMINARY - (ANDREWS) - reveals 66% are on ONE side - 44% on the other. p.141. Those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH" and taken the "NEW ADVANCE" - with HEPPENSTALL-FORD-BRINSMED-PAXTON - are shown on p. 11-2,83,89,90,96,99,127,130,132, 136,139,144-5,153. And what is the Issue all about? WRITE for a New Evaluation coming soon!
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RIDING 
HIGH IN THE SADDLE. HE IS TAKING ON VANCE 
FERRELL AND THE WHOLE ADVENTIST CHURCH. HE IS 
ATTEMPTING TO TAKE THE LEAD IN ADVENTISM. "STANDING 
ROOM ONLY!" AS HE ENTERTAINS THEM. IN THEIR OWN IN-
STITUTIONS - THANK WILSON FOR THAT. WILSON WAS (AND 
STILL IS!) THE "ACHILLES HEEL" of this Denomination. 
That he was and is a "HEEL!" there is no Doubt. NO 
ONE MAN OR DEVIL EVER DID MORE TO BRING THIS CHURCH TO 
RUIN! It was all PREDICTED down to the last DETAIL. 
Can you answer his UNBELIEF? Or do you not even know 
where he is WRONG - ??? The STUPIDITY is AMAZING! He 
claims to have the WHOLE DENOMINATION on the RUN!

"A CORRUPT PEOPLE HAS ARISEN...

They DESPISED "REPROOF!", and would not be CORRECTED 
...They had TIME TO REPENT of their WRONGS; but SELF 
was too dear to DIE...EVERY HONEST ONE that may be 
deceived by these DISAFFECTED ONES, will have the TRUE 
LIGHT in regard to them if EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN has 
to visit them, and ENLIGHTEN-THEIR-MINDS! We have 
nothing to fear in this matter!" SG 2:201. T1:99,100.

ABOUT THE ROTTENEST THING EVER PRINTED

"THE LOUDCRIER" (Dave Green) POB Box 660, ROGUE RIVER, 
OR 98537. (NUMBER 20. JANUARY 1992.) You should get 
this (FREE!) to see 2 things: (1) How the PSYCHICS 
are ending up today. (JUST LIKE IT SAYS ABOVE!) 
(2) This also includes "JEANINE SAUTRON" (and her 
"FOOL" - LEMKE!)

"AS WE NEAR THE JUDGMENT -

all will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER, and it will be 
made PLAIN to what Company they belong. The SIEVE is 
going; let us not say, Stay thy hand, O God. We know 
not the heart of man. The CHURCH must be PURGED, and 
will be!" SG. 2:201. T5:505,73. T7:219.